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Abstract

Over time, researchers have articulated several factors that influence the adoption of an innovation at an organizational level. To remain viable, organizations must continue to adapt to internal and external changes while being innovative to stay ahead of the curve. The healthcare industry is no different. While some innovations have clearly demonstrated benefits in terms of the relative advantage that they provide, uptake of these innovations can be stifled by multiple factors. The purpose of this multi-case study is to explore contextual factors that influence the adoption, implementation and consequences of the Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH) model transformation efforts across time. Using organizational theory, I explored the organizational decision-making process regarding adoption, the perceptions of providers and staff on the PCMH transformation over time, and the perceived consequences of implementation of the PCMH model across practices. The data source is the Maryland Multi-Payer Patient Centered Medical Home Program evaluation, designed to test the effectiveness of the PCMH model in that state. Semi-structured interviews were conducted in 9 PCMH practices in Maryland. Everett Rogers’ Diffusion of Innovation model was used to guide the qualitative thematic analysis. I found that practices were motivated to implement the PCMH model primarily as a result of a desire to improve patient outcomes and participate in the financial incentives available through the MMPP. Generally, staff and providers agreed with the rationale for the model but were hesitant to embrace the implementation of change due to an anticipated increase in workload as a result of implementation. Across most practices, the reaction to the model implementation was mixed (i.e., enthusiastic and supportive or resistant to the proposed changes). Practice leaders employed multiple successful strategies including communication,
training and education on the change to improve adoption within the practice. The results of this research suggest that change implementation is likely to succeed if managers learn through adaptation of use. Practices vary by important characteristics which may influence motivation for change such that policy makers need to match primary care practice motivations to policies for the delivery of high-quality care in the United States.
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Introduction

1.1 Study objectives

Healthcare practices, like many organizations, continuously undergo restructuring and reengineering for improvement. In the United States, the desire for increased value of service delivery and evidence-based practice fuels continuous policy change in the healthcare industry. These changes have implications for practice among healthcare workers. As a result of high regulation, political interests and the wide reaching economic implications of healthcare, it is not uncommon for a disconnection to occur between policy makers and frontline healthcare workers (who have to interpret changing policies while maintaining the goal of providing excellent patient care) in relation to initiatives to improve care. As a result, regulatory requirements continue to be perceived as a burden for frontline providers.

On the other hand, healthcare is a sector with high accountability that thrives on characteristics such as reliability and routinized processes, which give health care practices stability but can also act as barriers to change adoption. Thus, given the need for constant change and improvement, it is useful to understand how health care providers respond to change and the various pathways that practices can take to ensure successful implementation of quality improvement interventions.

Problem Statement: Many healthcare practices that embark on the adoption of innovative change ideas struggle to replicate the results of successful systems because implementation of change ideas is largely driven by the proliferation (and adaptation) of successful processes into
organizational contexts with internal characteristics and cultures that largely differ from organizations in which success has been demonstrated. Hence, despite large investments of millions of dollars in innovative projects for integrated care, coordinated care and improvements in quality of service delivery, with each new project being the “fix” for healthcare, some of these projects have hardly lived up to expectations\(^6\).

1.2 Specific Aims and Research Questions

This study employs a qualitative case study methodology to analyze the adoption of an innovation in healthcare organizations in Maryland. Participants in this study include healthcare managers, providers and staff who are part of practices undergoing transformation to be recognized as a Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH). For the purpose of this study, a PCMH is defined as “a model of practice in which a team of health professionals, guided by a primary care provider, provides continuous, comprehensive, and coordinated care in a culturally and linguistically sensitive manner to patients throughout their lives”\(^7\).

The study examines the role of context in determining the adoption of change by examining the organizational motivation for change implementation, the response of frontline staff and providers to change and the consequences or outcomes of implementing the PCMH model. It seeks to understand how frontline staff perceptions influence implementation and outcomes across practices implementing the PCMH initiative. The specific aims and research questions are:
AIM 1: To explore the adoption decision-making process of practices in implementing the PCMH model

- **Research Question 1a**: How is agenda-setting carried out within these practices, i.e. what decision-making process is involved in choosing the PCMH model?
- **Research Question 1b**: What are the organizational motivations for implementing the PCMH model?

AIM 2: To explore the organizational change implementation process and responses by frontline providers over time

- **Research Question 2a**: What are the perceptions of the PCMH model among frontline staff and providers over time?
- **Research Question 2b**: What are the reasons for active or passive adoption of the model among frontline staff?
- **Research Question 2c**: What strategies are used by leadership to move frontline staff and providers through the decision process to active adoption?

AIM 3: To explore the resulting consequences of implementation of the model across practices

- **Research Question 3a**: What are the facility effects of transformation over time?
- **Research Question 3b**: What are the resulting patient effects?

### 1.3 Policy Implications of this study

The PCMH model advocates for more investment in primary healthcare, which accounts for more than half of physician visits each year in the US. The model continues to spread rapidly
with benefits that are well documented. There are substantial costs that are associated with the implementation of the PCMH model\(^9\) and thus it is crucial to understand how providers and staff can more readily adopt the model to yield the associated benefits while ultimately reducing costs not just for patients but also for practices. By identifying the organizational motivations for implementation, the first aim will provide insight into what advantages of the PCMH model are attractive to practice leaders and what late adopters of the model may desire to achieve, which is especially relevant since there are still practices that have not yet signed up for transformation.

In identifying the response of frontline staff and providers to the model, the second aim will provide insight to support effective translation of policy into practice. In addition, by uncovering provider and staff barriers and facilitators to change implementation, the study will contribute to knowledge on the design of policies that address cost, quality and issues around access to healthcare that extend beyond the PCMH model. While research has been able to identify characteristics of innovation that improve adoption, there has not been enough attention paid to identifying the social and cognitive boundaries within a health organization that underlie the implementation of innovations. The healthcare sector is distinct because it depends on a collective leadership rather than individual leadership and thus providers have the ability to impede progress in the execution of change even if it is backed by evidence.\(^{10}\) Thus, understanding how healthcare managers respond to barriers in the execution of change has applications for the successful translation of policy into practice. The second study aim will thus contribute to organizational management of change in PCMH (and other innovation) implementation by identifying how staff buy into new roles and responsibilities, the role of managers and leaders in the perception of frontline staff regarding the change, and how these
affect not just the clinical outcomes but organizational outcomes that are critical to healthcare delivery such as efficiency, provider and staff satisfaction.

Finally, Quality Improvement is a field that is continuously evolving with measures and standards that represent the value of care. The third aim of this manuscript contributes to policy and practice by identifying the consequences of implementation across varying contexts. It identifies what outcomes practices consider important that may be aligned or differ from the original motivation for implementation. Identification of these outcomes is essential, because if practices are restricted by measures and guidelines that discourage innovation in implementation to suit the context, success may be stifled. Recognition of these various outcomes may also encourage practices to embark on the PCMH journey and direct how resources are spent more efficiently towards change implementation while avoiding change fatigue.

1.4 Organization of the dissertation

The rest of this dissertation manuscript is divided as follows:

- Chapter 2: Provides an overview of the relevant literature and background information regarding organizational change in healthcare and the PCMH model
- Chapter 3: Provides insight into the methodology used for this research, including the characteristics of the practices involved in the study and the rationale behind the analysis used
- Chapter 4: Provides detailed findings of the analysis conducted
• Chapter 5: Discusses the interpretation of the results of this study, the potential practice and policy implications and the strengths and limitations of the study.
Literature review and study setting

2.1 Innovation in Healthcare

Organizations survive by adapting to continuous changes in the environment to increase efficiency and output. Organizational innovation has been the driving force behind dramatic cost reductions and value creation\(^{11}\). Health reform, driven by the need for cost reduction and quality improvement, is largely dependent on innovation within healthcare delivery systems\(^{12}\). Healthcare organizations are complex systems that comprise interactions between critical stakeholders from internal actors such as managers, clinicians, administrative staff and patients to external actors such as payers, regulators and policy makers.

Scholars have offered various definitions of organizational innovations ranging from broad constructs that conceptualize innovation as a product or outcome to those that envisage it as a change in work processes\(^{13}\). Thakur et al. defined healthcare innovation as the adoption of best practices proven to be successful in a manner that ensures safety of patients, improving outcomes and performance of the healthcare organization\(^{14}\).

In healthcare, primary healthcare delivery has spurred innovations as a result of the need to improve job satisfaction, patient satisfaction and service delivery. These innovations include the development of primary care teams, open access scheduling, the chronic care model, collaborative physician-patient interaction, group medical visits, and the paperless electronic office\(^{15}\). Without proper management, these innovations have the potential to increase the workload for providers who must keep up with an enormous amount of information as performance-based payment systems are promulgated and access for patients is increased.
For some time, primary care in the United States suffered from a declining uptake by physicians, with medical students becoming less interested in entering the field as compared to specialty care\textsuperscript{16}. A study conducted in 2008 showed that predicted population growth and aging would increase the workload for primary care physicians by one third between 2015 and 2025\textsuperscript{17}. This is significant because access to primary care is a key to improving quality of care and reducing the high medical costs in the US\textsuperscript{18}. Decades of research show that primary health care is crucial in the prevention of disease, improvement in population health, reduction of all-cause mortality, heart disease mortality, and reduction in costs of care\textsuperscript{19,20}. In particular, studies show that populations served by primary care providers are healthier and more likely to receive the recommended preventive services\textsuperscript{21}. These benefits are present to the extent that the features of primary care are present. With an increasing aging population, an increase in chronic disease, and a scarcity of primary care physicians compared to need, investment in primary care is pivotal in reducing the current trend in health care costs and improving outcomes\textsuperscript{22–25}.

The widely published Triple Aim, coined by Berwick, suggests that improving the health care system in the United States requires the pursuit of improvement in population health, care experience and reductions in per capita costs of care\textsuperscript{12}. The Affordable Care Act passed in 2010 made provisions for primary care through payment reform and financial incentives, support for training of primary health care workers and support for innovation in primary care. As a result of this, innovations in care have continued, accelerated by the Center for Medicaid and Medicare services Innovation Center which has been tasked with researching, developing and testing innovative care delivery models\textsuperscript{26}. About $10 billion was allocated to the Center in 2010 for planning, testing and evaluation for activities in 2011-2019\textsuperscript{27}. This resource allocation has
enhanced the spread of innovations across the United States while encouraging private payers to adopt innovations. One promising innovation in primary health care delivery is the Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH). Endorsed in 2007 by a coalition of health care stakeholders, the PCMH model has been rapidly adopted for achieving a cost-effective, accessible, and higher-quality health care system\textsuperscript{28}. Despite innovations in care, there are still gaps in implementation and questions on how to achieve sustainability and increase the rate of adoption of innovations by providers in a multifaceted healthcare sector.

Adoption of innovations in organizations is influenced by external and internal factors. Rolling out innovations in healthcare organizations can be complicated as a result of the need for complex system restructuring. Introduction of changes to the way providers deliver care leads to disruption in routines, may cause some competencies to become obsolete while creating new competencies, and requires new skills to perform tasks\textsuperscript{29}. Furthermore, the successful implementation of innovations in healthcare organizations requires openness to change, clarity of mission, consistency and discipline through implementation, a commitment-based strategy rather than a control strategy, and a willingness to assess performance openly\textsuperscript{30,31}. In addition, health care practices, like other organizations, need adequate time to yield the benefits of the implementation of an innovation, as the more time spent on implementation, the more time an organization has to increase its efficiency and transformation of its care delivery\textsuperscript{32}.

Although researchers have made significant advances in identifying organizational factors and change readiness tests to signal the likelihood of adoption of an innovation in healthcare, there are various issues that are yet to be explored. Research has typically examined the individual factors of participants in a change implementation process and the organizational
factors as discrete processes, rather than an intertwined process. Organizations are made of people who influence and are influenced by the organizational environment. Although a lot of change research provides key steps to follow in change implementation, in health care it is more likely that management decisions to change and responses by frontline staff do not occur in isolation but rather occur in a sort of call and response structure, or an intertwined process. Thus, it may be more appropriate to examine change implementation from both the organizational perspective and the perspectives of the individuals who make up the organization. For example, individuals who adopt an innovation within a practice may do so in deference to the leadership but may feel no commitment to the change or innovation process.

In addition, while there is a plethora of research on strategies for changing provider behavior, researchers have addressed change strategies as prescriptive rather than as responding to the peculiar reasons for resistance within an organization. Given that individuals within an organization may have differing reasons that lead to resistance, a combination of strategies developed in response to resistance may be more appropriate. The importance of this is highlighted by Dearing et al., who highlight that a process may be easy for one person while being exceedingly difficult for another person within the same organization. In addition, adopters may partake in this process for various reasons including: to keep their jobs, to go with the flow, or to prove that the process innovation itself will not work. Thus, understanding potential adopters’ views of the innovation can be used to modify communication about the innovation, to improve adoption and implementation.

This present study addresses these issues by examining change implementation through the organizational lens and that of frontline staff in the context of the PCMH model. This study
contributes to the growing literature on leading successful transformation in healthcare. It uses a theoretical approach to explain the relationship among organizational motivations for change, frontline staff responses to change, management responses to the frontline, and the consequences of change implementation. It also provides insights for policy makers in addressing barriers to uptake of innovation in healthcare practices.

### 2.2 The Patient Centered Home Model Innovation

The Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH) is a model of care designed to place patients at the forefront of care through care coordination for comprehensive care to improve partnerships between patients and physicians\(^{34,35}\). Established on the four corner stones of primary care, patient-centered care, new-model practice, and payment reform, PCMH is an innovative approach to achieving the Triple Aim\(^ {12,23}\). In the PCMH model, primary care is delivered through a team-based approach consisting of physicians sharing responsibility with physician assistants, care coordinators, patient educators and nurses amongst others. Achieving patient-centered care requires a cultural shift and goes beyond communication to include use of shared decision-making tools, improving scheduling and availability of appointments and giving patients access to their medical information\(^ {36}\). It emphasizes a relationship-based healthcare service while providing support for patients to manage their health\(^ {37}\). The new model of practice entails building on innovations from patient safety, continuous quality improvement and the use of electronic medical technology to facilitate coordination, increase efficiency, and potentially improve health outcomes\(^ {23}\). Finally, the PCMH model is designed around payment reform, which
offers a combination of fee for service, payment per member per month, and pay for performance to compensate providers for implementing key PCMH features which fall outside the traditional primary care face to face visit\textsuperscript{23,38}. This is especially important for smaller practices that may not have the resources needed to implement the PCMH framework.

2.2.1 The PCMH: An Administrative Innovation

Given that the traditional definition of innovations in the literature has often focused on the technological rather than administrative innovations, it is important to clarify the type of innovation that the PCMH model reflects. The PCMH model as an innovation is not a discrete model but rather one with several moving parts represented by its various standards that could be achieved in different ways. It is thus an administrative innovation.

Administrative innovations compared to technological innovations are ambiguous and often subject to multiple interpretations. The PCMH model represents an administrative innovation that is complex, not discrete and is designed to affect every part of the organization. As a result, some of the scholarly backlash about the PCMH model has been about the ambiguous definition of the PCMH, and its combination of multiple elements for implementation\textsuperscript{39}.

2.2.2 PCMH Recognition Structure

In 2008, the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) developed the first set of standards for PCMH recognition, which it continues to revise yearly. Although other bodies such as the Joint Commission and the Accreditation Association for Ambulatory Care offer certification for PCMH recognition, the NCQA program is one of the most widely used.
The NCQA recognition requirements have gradually expanded from an emphasis on information technology and care management to include emphasis on teams, cultural sensitivity and patient experience\textsuperscript{40}. The PCMH recognition is at the site level and all clinicians must apply together at the site. The 2014 standards include Team based care and practice orientation, Population health management, Patient-centered access and continuity, Care management and support, Care coordination, and Performance measurement\textsuperscript{41}. To become a PCMH, practices apply, and must meet certain “must pass” elements to achieve recognition. Based on a scoring system, practices can earn 3 levels of recognition. Practices must have a functioning Electronic Health System (EHR) system to achieve recognition at level 3.
Table 1. PCMH Scoring, Standards and Criteria 2014 Source: NCQA PCMH Scoring

2.2.3 Evidence For PCMH

There is evidence that the PCMH model improves the process of care delivery but due to the variation in the implementation of PCMH model, studies have shown varied effects on patient outcomes, cost saving and patient experience. The earliest evaluation of the PCMH model was from a National Demonstration project (NDP) in 2006. This first NDP tested the feasibility of the PMCH model across 36 diverse nationally representative practices sponsored by the American Academy of Family Physicians. Using mixed methods, early lessons from this NDP showed that PCMH transformation requires enormous practice redesign, adaptive reserve and
leadership to guide the practice in keeping pace with changes being implemented while avoiding change fatigue. Since then, there has been a rapid growth in PCMH practices and initiatives from 18 states in 2009 to 44 states in 2013 serving almost 21 million patients, with more than 12,000 practices achieving PCMH recognition. This rapid expansion is due to increasing positive results, which show that PCMH model has the potential to improve quality of care and reduce costs of care.

Some evaluations of the PCMH model’s effect on utilization have shown reductions in emergency department (ED) use and overall admissions rates, increased office and PCP visits and reduction in the use of expensive imaging in patients. A systematic review of 19 comparative studies published between 2011 and 2012 showed that the PCMH intervention has a moderate positive effect on preventive care services (Risk Difference [RD] among 3 RCTs: -0.4%-7.7%), moderate positive effects on patient experience (among 5 studies, Effect Size [ES] ranged between -0.36 to 0.42), and low strength of evidence for effect on staff experiences (among two studies with ES ranging between 0.18-0.22). ED utilization was reduced in 5 RCTs (relative risk, RR = 0.81, 95% CI: 0.67 to 0.98) but with no significant effects on inpatient utilization (combined RR 0.98 [95% CI, 0.86-1.12]). Overall, no evidence was found for cost savings. In a meta-analysis of 11 studies published between 2008 and 2014, PCMH initiatives were associated with a 1.5 percent significant reduction in specialty visits, a 4.2 percent significant reduction in total spending and a 1.4 percent significant increase in breast cancer screening. While some studies show that PCMH practices perform better on process measures for quality including diabetes, breast cancer screening, and depression screening, others studies have shown no effect on these measures.
So far, several demonstrations, pilots and evaluations have been implemented with varying impacts showing that the PCMH model improves process of care delivery but due to the variation in implementation, there are varied effects on patient outcomes, cost savings and patient experience\textsuperscript{42–47}.

These variations in PCMH outcomes may be a result of important organizational factors that affect implementation of the model\textsuperscript{44,46,58–60}, that is, factors associated with successful implementation in one context may yield a different result in another one. In addition, improvement strategies that are useful in one organization may not be rational or provide the same value when adopted by other practices\textsuperscript{61}. The PCMH model faces several barriers for implementation. Primary care providers are faced with challenges in financial risk and ensuring reimbursement for services. The variation in outcomes may also be due to the challenges of financial risk associated with the PCMH. The investment in electronic health records and other technology to improve patient experience and quality is not only cumbersome, but even after achieving PCMH status, research has found that it costs about $100,000 per full time physician to sustain it\textsuperscript{9}. This suggests the importance of adequate preparation and planning to ensure the sustainability of the PCMH. Studies show that transformation takes a considerable amount of time, a high degree of motivation, and external facilitation through coaching for data management and quality improvement\textsuperscript{48}. Practices need a predictable system of payment to take on the risk of treating high-cost, high-need patients and to invest in EHR and integrated data systems. Practices also face the challenges of cumbersome administrative effects of multiple reporting streams for performance measures. To help to mitigate this challenge, the ACA provided a 10% Medicare payment incentive under the Medicare Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR)
formula (the Medicare SGR was permanently repealed by Congress 2015, thus ending the 10% incentive)\textsuperscript{62,63}.

As a result of the policy changes in the ACA, numerous alternative payment models including multi payer collaboratives have been rolled out to improve coordination and standardize reporting measures across practices and payers\textsuperscript{64}. Thus, despite mixed results and concerns with the true costs of implementation, PCMH initiatives continue to expand even within private insurance systems and the Center for Medicaid Medicare Services (CMMS) with funding available for implementation.

2.3 Applications of Organizational Theory to the Adoption of the PCMH model

Organizational theory can be used to explain the implementation of innovations within a healthcare environment and how the relationship between external and internal factors contributes to successful implementation outcomes. Organization theory and behavior provide several models that can be applied in healthcare to understand how health care practices are affected by their environment and how members within these practices interact and how these interactions shape their outcomes.

Macro-organizational theories such as institutional theory explain why organizations strive to be like others in their population. DiMaggio and Powell’s seminal article on institutional isomorphism discusses the rationale for change and motivations for homogeneity of
organizations. This homogeneity occurs in highly structured industries as a result of uncertainty and constraint. Against this backdrop, organizational change may occur that makes organizations more like others in the same industry without improving performance. In this sense, early adopters of innovations or change may be driven by a desire to improve their performance, but as a result of forces for homogeneity, a threshold occurs such that adoption of the innovation no longer provides the outcomes of performance improvement but only legitimacy for the adopting organization (or the appearance of being bona fide). DiMaggio and Powell identify three mechanisms through which isomorphism occurs. These are coercive, mimetic and normative forms. These mechanisms can be applied to the healthcare industry and the motivation for the adoption of the PCMH model.

Mimetic isomorphism occurs when a healthcare organization mimics the practices of successful organizations especially regarding an approach to ambiguous problems, technologies such as the EHR system, and meaningful use regulations that are poorly understood by some organizations. On the other hand, coercive isomorphism in healthcare occurs in the response to a government mandate such as the ACA, or requirements for certain organizations to adopt the PCMH model to maintain funding, e.g. Federal Qualified Healthcare Centers that wish to participate in the Advanced Primary Care Practice (APCP) model demonstration project. Normative isomorphism occurs when healthcare organizations face pressures to adopt practices as expected by their professional associations, such that conforming to these practices make organizations appear legitimate.

It may appear that the expansion of the PCMH model across the United States may have led to increased pressure of adoption by physician practices in order to appear legitimate. That is,
the increased marketing and patient awareness of the model, combined with the linkage of the PCMH model to financial reimbursements, has created additional pressure for adoption by practices\textsuperscript{28,68}.

For clarity, Rogers defined adoption as the “decision to make full use of an innovation as the best course of action available”\textsuperscript{69}. This adoption decision is made on two levels: the decision within the organization and the decision by individuals within the organization\textsuperscript{70}. While the organizational decision to adopt is important, the uptake of the innovation within an organization is worthy of the same attention.

2.3.1 Organizational-level factors

There are several motivations behind change implementation within an organization. The decision to adopt an innovation is born out of the recognition of a need, and identification of the potential solution or innovations to address that need\textsuperscript{69,71}. Research on the spread of innovation has typically examined the demand elements of adoption with minimal attention to the supply aspect of innovation\textsuperscript{72}. From the perspective of the health care organization, the suppliers of innovations may include policy makers, accreditation agencies, insurance companies and technology services that are involved in promoting the elements and implementation of the PCMH model. These suppliers of innovation have a role to play in the diffusion process in order to increase uptake by users of the innovation by producing an environment that either enables or hinders adoption\textsuperscript{73}.

With the spread of an innovation, the decision of potential adopters may be affected by implementation factors associated with the innovation \textsuperscript{74}. Some of these factors may include the cost of implementation. Potential adopters who cannot afford the costs of implementation (but
would otherwise want to be early adopters) may wait until the adoption of innovation can occur at a lower cost or an improved version is available which better fits their needs. In PCMH implementation, adopters may wait until there is a subsidized version such as the Maryland Multi-Payer Patient Centered Medical Home Program (MMPP) before implementing the innovation to offset the potential costs of implementation.

Although the goal of health care practices may be uniform in providing care to patients, they differ in important characteristics ranging from size, provider and staff mix, to location and core patients served. These factors in turn may influence the spread of an innovation and affect its uptake within an organization.  

2.3.2 Individual Factors

The adoption of the PCMH model by a healthcare practice inherently implies that adoption also occurs at the level of providers and staff within the organization. Individual adoption within an organization may be affected by several adopter characteristics such as age, innovativeness, experience with a similar innovation and perception of the organizational decision-making process regarding the adoption of an innovation. Whereas providers and staff are likely to agree on the rationale of an innovation that leads to better outcomes for patients, they may disagree on the operationalization or implementation strategies for these innovations. This may lead to sluggishness of implementation, slowing down the rate of adoption of innovation, leading to challenges and a potential for early abandonment of innovations without enough time given for the innovation to run its full course. Kruglanski et al. summarize this conundrum this way: “Willing does not necessarily produce doing, and the road from awakened desire to concerted action often is tortuous.” Within healthcare practices, decision-making
tends to occur top down and thus within a practice, providers and staff who are likely to be early adopters of an innovation are linked to late adopters as they are dependent on each other to provide patient care. For example, a provider who lags in adoption of the requirements for the PCMH model may be on the same team with a staff member who has adopted the model. However, if after a while, the rate of adoption within the practice does not improve, it could lead to abandonment that may have nothing to do with the original innovation itself, but rather with the conditions for adoption of the model. Adopting an innovation within a practice may be in deference to the leadership without a commitment to the change /innovation by the adopting individuals. According to Rogers, an authoritative decision regarding an innovation adoption can increase the speed of adoption, but may reduce the likelihood of successful implementation\textsuperscript{69}. This is especially true if the individual actors in the system are opposed to the innovation. In addition, Ram and Jung\textsuperscript{77} suggest that even among innovative individuals, if the innovation is forced, it may lead to resistance.

2.4 Gaps in the Literature

Given the dissemination of the results of early demonstrations of the PCMH model, research has not focused on the potential differences between the early adopters and late adopters of the model. Research in organizational behavior suggests that there are core differences in the motivation for adoption among early and late adopters of an innovation. Studies show that early adopters of an innovation are motivated by the efficiency gains of the potential adoption and this leads to a norm emergence that later adopters respond to\textsuperscript{78}. In
addition, late adopters are more likely to adopt the practices developed by early adopters and be fueled by a desire to achieve legitimacy\textsuperscript{61,65,79}. Understanding these differences would help policy makers to ensure that the later adopters are still able to achieve the efficiency gains demonstrated by early adopters of a model.

In order to improve the implementation of the PCMH model and provide value for the financial investments being made, it is critical to examine the attitudes and perceptions of staff and providers within practices adopting the model, acknowledging that providers may already be experiencing burnout from other primary care system reforms as a result of the changes in service delivery and reform measures of accountability such as those included in the affordable care act\textsuperscript{80}. There are gaps in understanding the innovation decision process of staff and providers who operate in an authoritative system where decisions are made about the overall direction of the practice, but patient care decisions must still be made by providers. There are also gaps in understanding innovation from a process perspective given that patient outcomes may take a while to become visible after implementation of the innovation.

Whereas studies that examine providers involved in the PCMH process typically examine provider burnout, motivation and satisfaction, we know little about how their perspectives change or are influenced as PCMH model implementation advances\textsuperscript{45,81–83}. Understanding how a provider’s decision process influences transformation is critical to improving implementation. Results of studies on effects of PCMH on provider’s burnout vary ranging from decreased burnout for physicians actively involved in the transformation to increased burnout and change fatigue early in the transformation process\textsuperscript{45,84}. These results are taken with caution because practices undergoing transformation may recruit additional staff and providers and thus examining the
average burnout may not be a true reflection of the situation. Despite the variation in results for PCMH outcomes, it is very clear that communication, leadership and culture change are important in effective implementation\(^{84,85}\).

Working in a multidisciplinary team is a core component of PCMH. The evidence suggests that in a PCMH setting, physicians have to examine their roles by shifting from authoritative to a more team oriented role, and from strict adherence to clinical guidelines to patient-centered care\(^ {45,52}\). Change is also required on a personal level as team members develop communication strategies and trust as traditional roles change\(^ {48}\).

Given that cost savings are accrued to payers, with benefits in process measures for patients, it is important to understand how implementation of a medical home structure benefits providers, their motivations for continuing with the implementation process and how their perceptions change over time. Studies show that external factors such as the policy environment and perceived administrative burden influence providers perception of a PCMH\(^ {58}\). Organizational research postulates that response to change may evolve over time. While cognitive responses may shift immediately to change, emotional responses may change as a result of numerous informal conversations between employees after a formal introduction of the change\(^ {86}\). Thus, observing patterns in attitude towards change for providers may be useful in predicting the timeline for successful implementation of the PCMH model rather than just examining the provider’s attitudes to change at one point in time.

So far, there has been little focus on the role of alignment in perceptions of staff and leadership on the transformation process, implementation strategies and the effect of this possible misalignment on PCMH outcomes\(^ {29,87}\). Although team culture alignment has been
examined in healthcare the patterns in alignment are important to understand in PCMH implementation as practices vary by important characteristics such as size, patients served, provider specialty and this may play a role in communication and implementation. Studies that identify the various strategies used in successful implementation of the PCMH, with improvement in outcomes bearing in mind organizational context, will help us to understand the methods by which complex innovations spread within a healthcare system. There are many paths to success depending on what practices have to work with and where they start such that varying structural alternatives and micro level adaptations lead to the same outcomes. As PCMH continues to spread, it is important to understand how the change process evolves in diverse settings and contexts.

There are limitations in the generalization of existing literature regarding the effectiveness of medical homes. First, primary care practices are influenced by their external environment and do not operate in a vacuum. Patient effects seen may be as a result of other interventions occurring at the community level. Secondly, there is a lack in consistency of nomenclature used in PCMH evaluation, which may be reflected in contextual interpretations of the model. Thirdly, most studies examine demonstrations and pilots with very few examining long term effects or post demonstration effects. Thus, effects seen may be as a result of the time at which evaluations occur and nature of practices involved rather than the PCMH recognition process i.e. practices involved may be high performing, and on a longstanding goal for improvement prior to joining demonstration projects. Fourthly, outcomes of cost rarely take into account the cost of implementation to the practice in examining sustainability of the PCMH model from a practice perspective.
In examination of implementation of the model, research has identified organizational, structural and cultural factors critical for change. These revolve around structural readiness (e.g. challenges with EHR, staffing models, payment reform and role of population management tools), and cultural change facilitators and barriers (communication, leadership, physician buy in, competing demands). There has been little systematic attention paid to how cultural factors (in relation to staff, providers and management) interact with the context over time and how these affect implementation outcomes.

Finally, the PCMH model has also not been examined through the lens of an administrative innovation. Like other forms of administrative innovation, little is known about the ideal form of implementation of the model and which parts are the most efficient in producing desired outcomes. Research shows that organizations are more likely to succeed in implementation of an administrative innovation if they learn through adaptation in use (adjusting the innovation to the context) and change catalysis (how organizations use the implementation as an opportunity for additional innovation).

2.5 Theoretical Framework: The Diffusion of Innovation Theory

Given the research aims and objectives identified in chapter 1, this study will use the Diffusion of Innovation (DOI) theory, proposed by Rogers, as a paradigmatic perspective for this research. This robust theory has been used in many fields with shared principles such as communication, marketing, agriculture, behavior change and healthcare. According to the framework, diffusion is the process through which an innovation is communicated through
certain channels over time among the members of a social system\textsuperscript{69}. DOI is a valuable change model that highlights the process that occurs as people adopt a new idea or technology over time and the interaction between communication and social networks in adoption of the innovation. DOI is useful to identify the factors that allow an innovation to spread successfully, the influence of peer-to-peer interactions and how individuals take up an innovation based on their need.

While there are widely used implementation frameworks such as the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR), DOI theory provides a comprehensive description of the spread of an innovation across time examining what happens at the organizational and individual levels. This study will examine how the traditional perspective of the Rogers Diffusion of Innovation theory applies within healthcare organizations by examining the organizational motivations for adoption, the management strategies used in improving adoption and the individual (staff and providers) movement through the innovation decision process. It examines how well the sequence of activities in the innovation decision pathway explains the adoption of an innovation by members of the practice.

The breadth of the DOI theory is useful in following a practice through the organizational decision process, to the adoption by individuals within the organization and the resulting consequences of adoption. Using DOI contributes to the literature and eliminates the need for an additional framework to be added to the plethora of frameworks that are available in the field of organizational theory. In addition, DOI encompasses concepts from numerous fields and thus presents a comprehensive framework for examining the implementation of the PCMH model, which encompasses several processes for implementation.
Overall, DOI theory focuses on five themes: the decision-making process that occurs in adopting an innovation, the innovation characteristics, the characteristics of individuals who are more likely to adopt an innovation, the communication mediums used in the adoption process and the consequences of adoption. The key components of the theory are presented in Table 2 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOI Element</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Innovation** | 1. Relative Advantage (degree to which it is perceived as being better than the alternatives)  
2. Compatibility (consistency with preexisting values)  
3. Complexity (perception of difficulty)  
4. Observability (extent to which results can be seen)  
5. Trialability (degree to which innovation may be experimented on a limited basis) |
| **Time** | 1. Innovator adopter categories: The five adopter categories are: (i) innovators, (ii) early adopters, (iii) early majority, (iv) late majority, and (v) laggards. These categories follow a standard deviation-curve. The goal of the theory is not to move individuals or organizations from one adopter category to the other but to identify where people fall in planning or the spread of an innovation  
2. Innovative decision process: this is a stage ordered model of knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation and confirmation that highlights the mental process involved in decision making.  
3. Rate of adoption refers to the speed with which members of a social system take up an innovation. It is typically measured by the length of time required for a percentage of members to adopt an innovation. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>The medium of spread of information on an innovation takes place through mass media channels and interpersonal channels.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social System</td>
<td>Refers to the structure in which the innovation is taking place, the local opinion leaders and social pressures that influence adoption</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. **Diffusion of Innovation Theory, (Adapted from Everett Rogers Diffusion of Innovation Theory 5th Edition)**

The DOI theory began as a description of an individual’s adoption of an innovation but quickly grew to include the organizational perspective. From an organizational perspective, the innovation decision process is collective (the innovation decision is made through a consensus of members) or authoritative (decisions are made by people in power). In addition, from an organizational perspective, the time component of the model includes organizational innovativeness. Organizational innovativeness refers to process of innovation within an organization and is characterized by the Individual (Leader) characteristics including attitude towards change, the internal characteristics of organizational structure (i.e. centralization complexity, formalization, interconnectedness (referring to communication links and social networks), organizational slack, and size and the external characteristics of the organization.

The innovation process within an organization consists of two main stages of initiation and implementation.

1. **Initiation**
   a. Agenda Setting: identification of problems to be tackled within an organization
   b. Matching: Fitting the problem from the organization’s agenda to an innovation.

2. **Implementation:**
a. Redefining/restructuring: Modification of an innovation to fit the organization structures.

b. Clarifying: Fine tuning the relationship between the organization and the innovation, identification of misunderstandings of the innovation.

c. Routinizing: embedding the innovation into the organizations activities such that the innovation loses its identity.

This framework is useful in examining the innovation decision process at the staff provider level and from a management perspective. Further, it is useful in examining the outcomes and the implementation process from the perspective of managers and staff that represent an organization.
2.5.1 Overview of The Application of The DOI Theory So Far

Although the DOI is comprehensive in and of itself, a lot of the diffusion literature has been focused on the characteristics of the innovation itself and not the context of implementation or the movement of the adopters within healthcare through the innovation process. Furthermore, public health interventions are unique as they are likely to involve an interplay of processes and socioeconomic conditions that moderate the implementation of an intervention and its outcomes.⁹⁸⁻¹⁰⁰
This study does not seek to prove the relevance of the DOI framework as there is a plethora of research on diffusion of innovation across various industries and in health care including a systematic review of DOI in service industries that focuses on healthcare. In their study, Greenhalgh et al. present an extensive systematic review of empirical research studies of DOI in service organizations and based on this propose a conceptual model for the determinants of Diffusion, Dissemination, and Implementation of Innovations in Health Service Delivery organizations. This comprehensive overview highlights the vast and complex literature around change implementation. They also suggest that research should take into consideration the interaction of contexts with the innovation that influences the adoption of change. Finally, they found gaps in the literature regarding the influence of internal politics and power systems within healthcare on implementation. Around the same time Fleuren et al. conducted a Delphi study to characterize the determinants of innovations within healthcare organizations. They identified about fifty determinants of innovations from the literature. The implementation experts interviewed suggested that the power structures within the organization are more important than the size of the organization regarding adoption.

Green et al. provide a comprehensive review of the DOI theory and the evolution of its many parts. After their review of the diffusion theory and implementation research, they conclude that practitioners of public health filter information about innovation through a lens of their preferences, needs and priorities. They highlight that the gaps in translation of science to practice can be traced to practitioners of health “who insist on practicing their way and believe they know their patients or populations best, and at the smugness of scientists believing that if they publish it, practitioners and the public will use it.” Thus, they suggest that the diffusion or
spread of an innovation involves many moving parts and roles for policy makers and practitioners alike.

This research is not a repeat of extensive reviews on the DOI theory; rather, it is a comprehensive application of the theory to the implementation of an innovation in primary healthcare delivery. It attempts to view the implementation through the organizational and individual levels as change implementation occurs. I propose that the individual innovation decision process is a key part of the organizational implementation process.
Methods

The purpose of this multi-case study was to explore the organizational motivation for the adoption of the Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH) model, the innovation decision process of adopters in these practices, responses of management to passive adoption, and the consequences of implementation of the PCMH model/MMPP among participant practices in Maryland. This chapter describes the study research methodology including the method rationale, description of the data used, data collection methods, data analysis, issues of trustworthiness and limitations of the study.

3.1 Rationale for Qualitative Research Design

The study seeks to explore the role of internal context in implementation and outcomes of change. Qualitative research methodology is a useful approach for this study as it seeks to view the data through the environmental lens from which it is located\textsuperscript{103}. The aim of qualitative research is to uncover an understanding of the social phenomena in natural settings which allows the researcher to see the world through the eyes of others. The theoretical framework used in this study, the Diffusion of Innovation Theory, views healthcare practices through the lens of organizational research. Qualitative research is widely used within organization and management research and provides insight into experience in management and practice\textsuperscript{104}. So far, the use of qualitative methods in health services research has been associated with improved insight into the perceptions of health care professionals and has helped to identify barriers to improvement in care delivery\textsuperscript{105}. 
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Based on the aims of this study, I determined that a qualitative approach was most suitable as it places an emphasis on the staff and providers’ lived experience, and is useful in identifying their perceptions and assumptions of the PCMH model\textsuperscript{106}. Purely quantitative methods are unlikely to provide in-depth and rich data that would address the research aims. While a mixed methods study could have been done, the number of cases would not have provided adequate power for a quantitative analysis of implementation outcomes.

3.1.1 **Rationale for a case study**

According to Yin, the case study method contributes in a unique way to the study of individual and organizational phenomena and allows the research to preserve the meaningful processes that characterize individuals, organizations and contextual conditions. In other words, case studies are useful when examining the contextual factors that may be highly relevant to a phenomenon under study\textsuperscript{107}.

3.2 **The Research Sample**

A secondary qualitative analysis was conducted to explore the research aims. The research questions were explored using the Maryland Multi-Payer Patient Centered Medical Home Program (MMPP). The MMPP was a 3-year pilot program (2011-2013) launched by the Maryland Health Care Commission (MHCC), in response to a state law\textsuperscript{108}. The MHCC selected 52 practices out of 179 applicants to participate in the Maryland Learning Collaborative (MLC). The goal of the MLC was to provide technical assistance, continuous training and support to practices as they transformed into PCMH and achieved recognition. The goal of the MMPP was to “improve the health and satisfaction of patients and slow the growth of health care costs in Maryland, while
supporting the satisfaction and financial viability of primary care providers in the State.” The MMPP was composed of primary care and multispecialty practices across Maryland. As part of the law, the five major insurance carriers (i.e., carriers with over $90 million in written premiums for health benefit plans in the State in the most recent reporting year) were required to take part in the pilot and to support practices that qualified through upfront incentive payments. These carriers included Aetna, Inc., CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield, CIGNA Health Care, Mid-Atlantic Region, Coventry Health Care, and United Healthcare. In addition, the Federal Employees Health Benefit Plan, Maryland State Employees Health Benefit Plan, and TRICARE volunteered to take part in the pilot. The MMPP aimed to serve at least 200,000 patients by involving 50 practices and at least 200 providers from Federal Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs), solo providers, minority-led practices, and Certified Nurse Practitioner offices.

Out of 179 practices that applied, 53 practices were selected from varying geographic settings, ownership types, and specialties to ensure representation of different practice characteristics. These practices represented 330 providers (physicians and nurse practitioners) providing family medicine, pediatric, and geriatric health services to about 250,000 privately insured and Medicaid patients. Later, one of the selected practices withdrew from the program.

The MHCC defined a PCMH as “a model of practice in which a team of health professionals, guided by a primary care provider, provides continuous, comprehensive, and coordinated care in a culturally and linguistically sensitive manner to patients throughout their lives.”
3.2.1 **MMPP Requirements**

In order to participate in the MMPP pilot, practices were required to:

- Participate in the MLC convened by seasoned practice transformation experts
- Participate in a shared savings program where practices receive a portion of the savings they generate through better patient outcomes
- Build the care team and deliver team-based care
- Hire care managers to coordinate and support service to complex and high need patients
- Achieve NCQA Recognition as a PCMH level 1 by January 2012 and apply for Level 2 no later than September 30, 2012
- Measure and report on quality and performance using EHR systems\(^7,11\).

3.2.2 **Site Selection for the Transformation Evaluation:**

Of the 53 practices selected to participate in the MMPP, nine practices were selected for site visits to explore the transformation process and staff experiences with the transformation.

The practices were purposively selected to represent the various geographic settings (urban, rural and suburban), practice settings (Privately owned, Hospital owned, FQHC), and practice type (family and internal medicine, pediatrics, and geriatrics) of the practices involved in the MMPP. For example, within the urban practices, privately-owned, FQHC and hospital-owned practices were chosen. Two rounds of site visits were conducted: one early in the first year of intervention and the other in the final year of the intervention. The study population for this dissertation study consisted of eight of these practices (one practice did not complete both rounds of the site visits).
3.2.3 **Study Sites**

The eight practices examined were in Maryland, with five located in urban/suburban areas, and three in rural areas. Seven of these practices were deemed as level 1 PCMH at the beginning of the implementation of the MMPP. By the end of the 3rd year of implementation, five of these practices had achieved level 3 recognition status, while 2 practices reached level 2 status. One practice began (and ended) the MMPP implementation as a level 3 recognized practice. (see Table 3). The practice size was measured by the total number of patients reported in the MMPP application database. Based on the distribution of this variable in the data, I categorized practices into small (<5000 patients), medium (5,000 - 10,000 patients) and large (>10,000 patients).

3.2.4 **Sampling Methodology**

A purposive sampling method (from the original evaluation) was used to select the respondents. Purposive sampling is useful in getting a comprehensive view of the transformation process. Purposive sampling in qualitative inquiry is the deliberate seeking out of participants with particular characteristics, according to the needs of the developing analysis and emerging theory\textsuperscript{112}. Interview participants were identified based on the information requested by the research team and then nominated by the lead contacts at the practices.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practice Type</td>
<td>Multi-specialty</td>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>Multi-specialty</td>
<td>Family Medicine</td>
<td>Multi-specialty</td>
<td>Family Medicine</td>
<td>Multi-specialty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ownership</td>
<td>Hospital Owned</td>
<td>Free Standing</td>
<td>Free Standing</td>
<td>Free Standing (located in a hospital)</td>
<td>Free Standing</td>
<td>Hospital Owned</td>
<td>Hospital Owned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Providers (including midlevel)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline* (2011)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Interviews* (2012)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Interviews* (2014)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Characteristics (Medicare)</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sources 1) MHCC Reports 2) Case interviews. Discrepancies were resolved by identifying consistencies in reporting of the NCQA level. Where interviews contained the practice NCQA levels, the reported levels were reported instead of the MHCC reported levels. MHCC levels were used where practice respondents did not clearly identify level at the time of the interview.

Table 3. Baseline Characteristics of Practices
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Round 1</th>
<th>Round 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Staff (3)</td>
<td>Staff (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provider (2)</td>
<td>Provider (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Staff (3)</td>
<td>Staff (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provider (2)</td>
<td>Provider (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Staff (2)</td>
<td>Staff (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provider (2)</td>
<td>Provider (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Staff (4)</td>
<td>Staff (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provider (1)</td>
<td>Provider (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Staff (4)</td>
<td>Staff (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provider (1)</td>
<td>Provider (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Staff (2)</td>
<td>Staff (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provider (3)</td>
<td>Provider (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Staff (3)</td>
<td>Staff (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provider (2)</td>
<td>Provider (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Staff (4)</td>
<td>Staff (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provider (2)</td>
<td>Provider (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Respondents Interviewed, Type and Number

3.2.5 Interview Guides:

Semi-structured interview guides were developed over several months by a multidisciplinary evaluation team contracted by the Maryland Health Care Commission (MHCC), the government commission that sponsored the MMPP demonstration. The interview guides were designed to gain insight into the transformative process of the practices across five themes: the transformation process, staff perceptions and compliance with transformation, health outcomes and disparities, care coordination, and financial costs and savings.

These guides were administered across the sites using purposive sampling of PCMH leads, care managers, physicians, staff, and practice managers. Each guide was tailored to fit each recipient type while maintaining the same structure of questions across all recipients. An interviewer conducted the interviews and a note taker was present for all interviews, which were also audio recorded. As much as possible, interviewees were the same in both rounds of data
collection. The interview guides used in the two rounds of data collection were similar in terms of the questions asked; however, the first round focused on insights from early in the implementation process and the second round explored how these practices evolved.

Within 8 practices, a total of 80 interviews were conducted (i.e. 40 interviews during the first round of site visits and 40 interviews during the second round). Interview guides were field tested by the MMPP staff and clarifications made where necessary. In addition to the interview guides, as part of the MMPP criteria for selection into the program, each practice completed detailed applications that provided structural characteristics of their practices. Further practice information was extrapolated from the physician license renewal obtained from the Maryland Board of Physicians for 2009 and 2010. Together, these two sources provided additional information on structural and contextual characteristics of practices in the study including ownership type, location, patient panel size, electronic health record capacity, number of providers, and percentage of Medicaid/Medicare patients served. Information on each practice's NCQA recognition status in 2012, 2013 and 2014 was obtained from reports by the Maryland Healthcare Commission. Data were stored and safeguarded in a protected drive only accessible to the data collection team.

3.2.5.1 **Information needed for Study**

To achieve the aims of the study, contextual and perceptual information were required. Contextual information includes knowledge about an organization’s structure, staff mix, and population served. Perceptual information is critical as it relates to uncovering the views of
participants on their experience and how this experience influence their attitudes towards the change being implemented, their expectations and how those expectations were met.

The study aims were addressed through a secondary data analysis of the semi-structured interview data and administrative data, which provided contextual and perceptual information. The interview questions that address the study aims are presented in the table below.

### Sample Interview Question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aim 1: To explore the organizational motivations for change implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• When did you become a PCMH?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What motivated you or your practice to apply?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• From your perspective, what are the incentives or benefits to your practice for being a PCMH?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aim 2: To identify how adopters move though the innovation decision process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• How do staff and non-providers perceive the program?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Has there been a turnover as a result of the transformation since the start? How has morale increased, decreased, remained the same?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Have you seen or experienced resistance from staff or providers?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How effective have the champion(s) been at engaging staff?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What methods did they use to motivate staff?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How do you ensure staff/providers comply with the new transformation activities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What are the consequences of the failure to meet requirements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tell me about the first efforts applied to transform. What strategies did you employ? What activities were generated?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aim 3: To identify the consequences of implementation of the PCMH model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
- Have you observed changes in work satisfaction among providers/staff?
- Has the transformation process changed your practice ability to support patients with complex needs?
- In your opinion, do you feel the practice has been successful in transforming? Which activities have attributed to that success? What were the facilitators?

Table 5. Sample Interview questions from In-Depth Interviews

### 3.3 IRB APPROVAL

In compliance with the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health (JHSPH) and JHSPH Institutional Review Board (IRB) requirements, all required human subjects research and research ethics training was completed prior to the data analysis. This study involves secondary data from a study currently approved by the JHSPH IRB and the Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (MDMH) entitled: “Further Analysis of the Maryland Multi-payor PCMH Program: Critical Factors for Success in Achieving Patient-Centered Medical Home” IRB No: 00006709. I was listed as a student investigator in accordance with the IRB and the research proposal was approved by the JHSPH IRB and the MDHMH IRB.

### 3.4 Data Analysis

Due to the large number of cases involved in this study and the secondary analysis of previously collected data, the challenge throughout the study was to gain a full grasp of the data and assess its accuracy, completeness, and usefulness in answering the research aims and objective. The dangers of a large data set are that it can quickly become overwhelming if a clear strategy is not utilized for data reduction and analysis. In addition, because this was a secondary
data analysis, I had to become very familiar with the data set and ensure that it could address my research aims. To this regard, I began the formal process of data analysis by reading through a lot of the cases to get familiar with the interviews starting with a vertical approach (one case at a time) and the thickest transcript. Subsequent transcripts were chosen randomly until all were completely reviewed. Once a complete read was done, I then re-read about twenty transcripts from four cases and applied line by line inductive coding. Following this I created a code book and tested this code book on the remaining cases, adding and refining codes as seemed fit. The next step in the process was to share samples of the code book with two researchers (JAM and CF). One colleague confirmed the rationale behind the code book definitions and the other colleague tested these codes on two interviews to check for consistency based on the definition of codes and application to the data. Discrepancies in code definitions and applications were resolved by two researchers (CF and EEA) to meet the threshold for reliability.

The next step was to identify how each of the respective codes fit under the conceptual framework, and then these codes were collapsed or renamed in line with the framework. As a final step, two researchers coded one transcript to ensure consistency in transcription with the new code scheme and resolved any differences. Qualitative analysis using thematic coding informed by the conceptual framework was performed on the transcripts using MAXQDA, a software-assisted coding application. Thematic coding was a combination of inductive and deductive coding, with a final codebook developed based on the conceptual framework, and emergent coding as themes evolve from the data. Thematic analysis followed the method of constant comparative analysis for grounded theory. Thematic analysis is useful in finding
relationships, systematically observing data and is a good tactic for data reduction without losing the context and for focused interpretation of data.\textsuperscript{115}

I proceeded to recode all the interviews with the new coding scheme developed, while creating memos to capture the emerging themes, issues that needed clarification and potential follow up points to examine across the cases. During analysis, attention was paid to respondents’ descriptions and labeling of events, data were constantly compared to codes, and the codebook was revised as appropriate. Following the completion of the thematic phase, within-group comparison was done, and a case summary of emerging themes was compiled. In accordance with Yin’s guidelines for case study analysis\textsuperscript{107}, cross-case analysis was conducted to examine the similarities and patterns among respondent types, and by practice type, while highlighting any deviations from the theoretical underpinning and expectations. Insights continued to be documented in memos as data analysis progressed to identify overarching patterns and differences in the innovative decision process of individuals involved in the transformation to a PCMH within and across cases. By using the theoretical framework, ideas that emerged from the data were reconfirmed as the analysis progressed, checking and rechecking data to avoid making cognitive leaps and linking data systematically.

Overall the research approach was three-fold across the three study aims. First, I examined and compared the data (themes and patterns) across the respondents in each practice. Secondly, I compared the connecting threads in data and themes across each practice including examination of the practice characteristics and context. Thirdly, I compared the themes to the conceptual framework and literature on innovation adoption. Based on my analysis and synthesis, I generated conclusions and several implications of this study.
Figure 2. Data Analysis Process

1. **Thematic Analysis**
   - 80 interviews from 8 PCMHs
   - Reviewed and explored data and identified big ideas
   - Re-read and examined data
   - Coded Data Inductively guided by the study aims
   - Placed Coded data in categories
   - Memo/Journal, created data summary tables,
   - Reviewed Coding Schemes, added/eliminated codes
   - Reviewed Coding scheme with Framework, refined themes
   - Case Analysis
   - Within Analysis: identified similar themes, deviations
   - Cross Case analysis: constant comparison of Facility level variation

2. **Case Analysis**
   - Multi-Coder Checks
   - Report of Findings
   - Interpretation of Findings, Insight, Link to Literature
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3.4.1.1 Issues of trustworthiness

In qualitative research, trustworthiness is used to provide a measure of rigor and validity of the research findings. Lincoln and Guba defined the criteria for trustworthiness of methods, which include credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability\textsuperscript{116,117}.

**Credibility:** To ensure the validity of the study, I triangulated multiple data sources to provide a more robust demonstration of the organizational motivation, innovation decision process of staff and providers, and the consequences of implementation. These data included the interviews, site application data, and the Maryland Health Commission reports. Interpretive validity was checked using memos to ensure the clarification of the researcher’s assumptions. In addition, rival hypotheses based on discordant and discrepant evidence in the literature was sought that differed from findings to challenge the emerging results of analysis.

**Dependability:** As the coding scheme was finalized, to improve reliability of findings, multi coder checks in terms of definitions and applications of code to interviews was done to develop a consensus on meaning. Discrepancies in application of codes were reconciled.\textsuperscript{106} An audit trail was maintained to chronicle the rationale for decisions made during analysis and interpretation.

**Confirmability:** To certify that the data can be traced to the original source, a systematic naming system for transcripts was done. This provides a way of accessing the study findings if necessary.

**Transferability:** Due to the qualitative nature of the research method employed, I sought to achieve transferability, [ i.e. the degree to which the results of the study can be transferred to other settings]\textsuperscript{118} rather than generalizability, [ i.e. to infer that a causal relationship is valid in varying individuals, settings, and treatments]\textsuperscript{119}. Transferability, unlike generalizability, is a judgment made by the recipient of the findings. To address transferability, rich and thick
descriptions of each practice were done through case summaries to allow for relevance of the findings in a broader context\textsuperscript{120}.
Results

The purpose of this multi-case study was to explore the implementation of the PCMH model across practices through the lens of the Diffusion of Innovation Theory. This study first examines how organizational motivations shape agenda setting and fit for the PCMH model on the organizational level. It then goes on to examine how adopters move through the innovation decision process based on communication about it, individual factors of the adopters, and characteristics of the PCMH model. Based on the preceding, the study then follows the reaction of providers and staff to the model and examines processes to redefine, clarify and routinize the model. Finally, this study examines the resulting outcomes from implementation of this innovation in practices.

Based on the aforementioned, the findings are divided into four broad categories documenting the process from the organizational decision to adopt the model, the response to the implementation of the model by frontline staff and providers, the change implementation process, and the perceived consequences of implementing the model.

For the organizational decision, the practices were motivated to be a part of the PCMH demonstration as a result of a desire to improve patient outcomes and participate in the financial incentives available through the MMPP. The decision to participate was made by the leadership/ownership of these practices. Generally, adopters (staff and providers) agreed with the rationale for the model but were primarily hesitant to embrace the implementation of change due to an anticipated increase in workload as a result of implementation. For implementation, across most practices, the reaction to the model implementation was mixed i.e. enthusiastic and
supportive about change or resistant to the proposed changes. Regarding the implementation process, a lot of these reactions improved or stayed the same as practice leaders employed strategies targeted at the varying reasons for passive adoption or hesitancy in order to move adopters through the innovation decision process towards active adoption. In general, participants reported a perceived improvement in patient outcomes, process efficiency, teamwork and communication as a result of the implementation.

4.1 Deciding to Implement Change

4.1.1 Agenda setting: Organizational Leadership and how the adoption decision was made.

Across all practices in the study, the decision to implement the model was made in an authoritative fashion by senior administration, management or the owner(s) of the practice. In some practices, a clear decision and agenda setting process\(^1\) for this emerged. The major form of agenda setting across these practices was through the exploration of the potential usefulness of the model to the practice. Leaders examined the options for implementing the model, the requirements of the MMPP collaboratives, and checked to see if these aligned with their vision of the practice.

\(^{1}\) Check Chapter 2 for definition of Agenda Setting
Not all respondents were able to clearly identify the decision process for their practices in that they were not aware of how the decision was made. All the practices that articulated an agenda setting process [practices A, B, E and G] were small practices except practice B, which was a medium sized practice. No clear pattern occurred in the context of the practice regarding ownership and practice type. Across these practices three key themes were reflected in the decision-making process, which are categorized here as (1) ownership goals, (2) finding the right fit, and (3) taking time, pacing the change.

4.1.1.1 Ownership goals:

In Practice B and E, the Senior partner [owners] were behind the decision to adopt the model. The decision to join i.e. implement the PCMH model and join the MMPP thus was influenced by the owner’s personal motivations and preferences for practice as demonstrated below:

“I was already practicing this type of medicine. My approach to medicine let us transform smoothly. I work for myself and I don’t care how much I make. Patient care is my priority over how much money I make. Since I cover everything, my staff let me practice medicine the way that I want to practice. I am part of [County Name] Physicians Group. I’m private but I am able to offer health insurance and rent this space because I am part of this group. There are certain requirements, but I already meet these and I don’t feel like I have a boss that’s watching over me” [Physician owner, Practice E]
“We started in – it’s been a year and a half ago, January of 2010. [owner name] has always had a dream of becoming a medical home; we were already trying to work towards that, so when we heard about the program, we knew it would help” [Practice Manager, Practice B]

4.1.1.2 Finding the Right Fit:

Another way the decision to adopt was made was by leaders examining how the MMPP collaborative and the PCMH model would fit their current practice. This was mostly done through observation (site visits and conversations) of practices already in the collaborative and or implementing the model. For example, in Practices F and G, prior to commencement of implementation, the champions visited other practices to see how they were implementing the model and if they could make the same changes in their practice. They also attended the collaborative to hear first-hand accounts of implementation from other practices.

Although the leaders were already interested in the model, the final decision was based on gaining increased knowledge about the MLC through attending collaborative meetings and observing the implementation process in some practices. After this, leaders felt convinced that they could partake in the MMPP and implement the model. In other words, some leaders had to see it to believe it. This is highlighted by the following statement:

“Our initial effort was to attend the initial MLC meeting [CEO and Practice Manager] to get involved in the program and make sure their goals aligned with ours” [Practice manager, Practice F].

In coming to the final decision, other practices compared the financial returns for joining the
MMPP versus another PCMH program. The following statement highlights this:

“We originally went into CareFirst’s PMCH. We were also accepted for the state multi-payee. We sat down and derived numbers on what would be the most beneficial for the practice, and what program had the most patient volume-based payments. And we decided to go with MD [MMPP], because you can only go with one” [PCMH Lead, Practice A]

4.1.1.3 Taking time, pacing the change

Finally, in some practices as part of the final steps in the decision-making process, leaders took some time to understand the change needed to implement the model and get a full understanding of the change steps before fully committing to the model. For example, one staff at Practice C described that once the leadership had made the decision to adopt the model, they came up with a plan and “We didn’t change anything or introduce anything until we had a handle on what we were doing and where we needed to go with it”.

4.1.2 Organizational Leadership Characteristics

In examining the decision making from the organizational level, some leadership characteristics were highlighted by respondents demonstrating how involved various leaders were with the transformation process. This also demonstrated how leaders involved staff in the decision-making process and implementation of change. This is worthy of note as it provides more insight into the decision-making process for the practices in the study. For example, one
medical assistant remarked that regarding involvement in the PCMH model despite it being a practice wide transformation that:

“I can’t really answer that, only because I have not been participated a lot with the PCMH and the higher-ups that are dealing with it. As far as levels go, I couldn’t tell you what level we’ve achieved.” [Medical Assistant, Practice A]

4.1.2.1 Visionary Leadership, Inspiring others to change

Although leadership characteristics were not clearly identifiable in all responses, some respondents were able to clearly articulate this. For example, in practice B, the leaders of the transformation (the senior partner and office manager) were described as “strong leaders” who were very positive about the transformation with skills that were complementary to each other. The Senior Partner (also the owner), was described as a “real visionary”, while the office manager was described as a strong leader. The Owner was described as having a “direct opinion” on everything done in the practice.

Who were the champions leading this effort (to transform) in your practice? What role did they play?

[Senior Partner] and [Name], the office manager. They are both strong leaders and are very positive about it, I feel like it has helped me be positive about it, walking into something [PCMH] not knowing what I was going to do. My background is public health, so I have a little experience with case management. They really want this to work in our practice. [PCMH Lead, Practice B]
In this same practice, the practice owner described the leadership as being demonstrative of the actions needed to achieve the PCMH requirements:

“We’ve tried to show people by walking the walk and talking the talk.” [Physician Owner, Practice B]

In another practice, a small private-owned pediatrics practice, respondents described that all activities were dictated by the owner who was described as very thorough and the “heart and soul of the practice”.

I don’t really know a whole lot about the program, as it was all in place when I got here. I didn’t notice anything different about this practice, other than [owner name] is very thorough. – [Staff 2, Practice E]

Everybody does their little bit, and when it’s put together, it’s the big picture. We have [owner name] as our provider and she’s a knowledgeable person to go to. She’s heart and soul. It’s really nice to have somebody to shadow and mirror the same expectations in the quality of her work. – [Staff 1, Practice E]

[provider name] was pretty much already doing everything. She’s very detailed and very thorough. – [Practice Manager, Practice E]

4.2 Organizational motivations for change

In about half of the practices in the study, the CEO or owner was described as the driving force behind implementation of the model. Staff in one practice felt that they had support from its leadership irrespective of the outcomes of implementation.
“We’ve had great support from our CEO and our board to implement the program regardless of initial costs and unclear long-term results” - [PCMH Lead, Practice F]

Along these lines, some of the motivations to improve patient care seemed to stem from the personal mission of practice leaders. Some provider owners and leaders are credited with driving the desire for the model as a result of their investment in improving the socio-economic conditions of their patient population. Broadly speaking, there were five organization motivations for change identified which were; improving patient quality of care, outcomes and efficiency, compatibility, financial incentives, aligning with the future, Legitimacy and recognition. These are described below:

4.2.1 Improving patient quality of care, outcomes and efficiency

Regarding organizational motivation for the adoption of the PCMH model and participation in the MMPP, the overwhelming finding across all practices was a desire to improve patient quality of care and outcomes, improve efficiency and partake in financial rewards presented by the MMPP structure. All the practice leaders identified that they wanted to improve the quality of care and patient outcomes. This motivation is especially highlighted among provider owners and managers. For example, one of the providers in Practice G who has been in practice for over 30 years and serves as an administrator described the motivation for joining the MMPP and becoming recognized was “Better quality of care for my patients. That’s the sole incentive from the clinicians’ point of view.” Another provider (non-owner) in Practice A expressed the same sentiment:
“Basically, I’m a geriatrician and an internist I have seen that we need better communication, better coordination so we can focus on the patient outside the hospital. With the chronic conditions, it’s hard for myself to address every small aspect. That was the motive to get involved in PCMH: so, we can get better care coordination. It will be helpful to the patient as well as the providers and the team.” [Provider, Practice A]

4.2.2 Compatibility

While all the practices indicated a desire to improve patient outcomes, an overwhelming majority also highlighted that the PCMH model was in line with how they practiced, thus providing a motivation for transformation. Some respondents expressed that they felt their practices were already technically PCMH’s without the recognition. For example, one provider owner (Practice E) commented, “I felt that I ran a patient centered home anyway and so it was to learn more about how to run one.” In addition, respondents at FQHC practices also expressed that the PMCH model is closely related to the structure of practice for FQHCs. One respondent expressed this view clearly:

“When we looked at the standards, we said, “This is what we do as an FQHC.” There are things we could do to help the patient and provide better outcomes, but this is what we do. It was an easy decision for us to become part of this program.” [PCMH Lead, Practice D]

There were also practices whose participation in the MMPP and PCMH implementation was as a result of a prior desire to become recognized long before the MMPP opportunity became available. The MMPP thus provided an opportunity to fast track the transformation process. A provider owner (Practice B) expressed that joining the MMPP was a “way to have some help
making my vision of having our practice really be a medical home in every sense of the word a little faster”. A lead in another practice expressed the same rationale as seen below:

“When the multi-payer demo started, one and a half years. Prior to that, [name](CEO) and I were talking about implementing this sort of model at our practice…. It seemed to make sense to become part of the pilot so that we could receive the support we needed, such as through the MLC.” [PCMH Lead, Practice F]

For these practices described above, the collaborative meetings were especially helpful for the implementation process that would have been difficult without the guidance provided. In addition, for some practices the timeline required by the collaborative to become NCQA certified was very aggressive and short, i.e. less than 6 months, due to delays in joining the MMPP making the support from the MLC coaches valuable in meeting the application deadline.

4.2.3 Financial Incentives

Although not all practices were eligible to receive all the financial incentives provided by the MMPP, respondents across all practices indicated a financial motive for joining the MMPP and implementing the PCMH model. The financial incentives provided with the MMPP include the Per Member Per Month (PMPM) payments, the fixed transformation payments and shared savings received from insurers.

As expected, not all respondents were aware of the financial incentives attached to transformation by virtue of their roles in the practice. Among those who were aware, which typically included practice managers, provider owners, and care coordinators, they indicated that financial incentives provided by the MMPP would ease the financial burden required to implement the model in addition to providing support for other resource intensive practice goals.
Across most practices, the financial incentives were crucial in being able to employ a care coordinator part time or full time, employ additional staff or raise staff salaries.

Unsurprisingly, the identification of a financial motivation for application was clearer in free-standing practices. It was also expressed by providers who were owners or involved in the leadership of the practice. Other providers did not identify with this as a motive for participation in the MMPP and were more interested in improving patient outcomes. One provider expressed:

“I’m sure there’s financial benefits for the hospital. I know they talked about some, in the beginning. I do recall that the hospital threw out that: ‘We’ll get this kind of grant money, and if you get involved, you’ll get a percentage of this as you hit some of those quality benchmarks.’ So financial incentives are one thing, but for me, it’s the improvement in patient care.” [Provider, Practice G]

Despite the exemption of Medicare patients from the shared savings for the MMPP, and the uncertainty of reaping financial rewards, the PCMH lead in an FQHC with a high number of Medicaid and Medicare patients remarked that:

“I know that, with PCMH, we’re supposed to be getting shared savings. I know that the PCMH program is not doing shared savings with Medicare patients, so we aren’t going to receive shared savings from them. And we haven’t received an up-front reimbursement like some practices have. So, we agreed to participate in this pilot for PCMH, knowing that we weren’t really going to get any kind of incentive.” [PCMH Lead, Practice D]
4.2.4 **Aligning with the future**

Most practices were adopting the model to align with health care reform and position their practices in line with the future direction of the health sector policy. To this extent, some respondents identified their practices as forward thinking with regards to aligning with the emerging trends in healthcare.

Using the lens of institutional isomorphism, the incentive in some practices was more coercive than mimetic in the sense that they were responding to changes in policy as a result of dependence on an external agency. For example, the PCMH lead of an FQHC practice (Practice D) stated that “because PCMH is the wave of the future, and FQHC is funded by HRSA, HRSA is pushing all FQHCs to become PCMH.” Meanwhile the PCMH lead of another FQHC practice (Practice F) commented: “I think we’re a little ahead of the curve since we’ve been proactive with the way health care is going”. For other practices, this motivation was more mimetic due to uncertainties in the field. A provider from (Practice G) highlighted that the hospital owners of the practice recognized that healthcare reform was taking place and “wanted to get a jump start on it.”

4.2.5 **Legitimacy and recognition (we do very good work and here is the proof!):**

Some practices indicated that while they have always provided great quality of care, they had not been able to prove this. The PCMH recognition thus would allow them to show proof of this and signal to patients and insurers that they are meeting certain standards of quality of care. This is described in the following statements:
“We’ve been offering great quality care for a long time. We weren’t always able to prove it. If someone were to come in and ask, "How are you doing this," or "How is it going," there was a time when we couldn’t really show them that because we're still a very new organization, just about eight years old. Now, we're finally getting to a point where we can say yes. We do very good work and here's the proof.” [PCMH Lead CCO, Practice F]

“The other incentive is that with some of the other insurers, like CareFirst, the fact that we’re recognized gets us a higher reimbursement for those particular patients. It also means that we are practicing at a higher level. I think a lot of practices who aren’t in a PCMH may be doing these things, but having the recognition validates it.” [PCMH Lead, Practice G]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practice Type</td>
<td>Multi-specialty</td>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>Multispecialty, FQHC</td>
<td>Single Specialty</td>
<td>Multispecialty FQHC</td>
<td>Single Specialty</td>
<td>Multi-Specialty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ownership</td>
<td>Hospital Owned</td>
<td>Free Standing</td>
<td>Free Standing</td>
<td>Free Standing</td>
<td>Free standing</td>
<td>Free Standing</td>
<td>Hospital Owned</td>
<td>Hospital Owned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level Round 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid way assessment</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level Round 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Organizational Motivations for Joining MMPP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient Outcomes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Incentives</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Alignment</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimacy</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Organizational Motivations for Change

---

### 4.3 Perception of the model and change implementation among providers and staff at healthcare practices.

#### 4.3.1 Initial Response to Change

Across a majority of practices, adopters were informed about implementation through formal staff and provider meetings. Most of the practices focused messaging on the model around the relative advantage of adoption for improving workflow, the observability of the model through the recognition it brings via the privilege to be selected for the MMPP, and the benefits to patients and practices. It was not clear that in any of the practices, the financial implications were communicated to staff and providers who were not in a management capacity.
Once the decision was made to implement the model, in most practices, key leaders were informed followed by providers, then staff.

Across practices, respondents described the response to change as either overwhelmingly positive, mostly mixed, or mostly neutral. It was clear that most practice staff and providers agreed on the concept, but the reception to the implementation varied.

4.3.1.1 Mostly favorable

An overwhelming favorable response to the model was found in one practice, a small privately-owned practice (Practice E) with one provider who was also the owner. Staff were receptive to change and complied with the owner’s directive. The practice manager described the response of staff to the model as positive and that they were usually “on board with anything that we need to change or implement”.

4.3.1.2 Mostly Mixed

In the majority of practices, while some staff and providers at the same practice were described as enthusiastic about the proposed changes, others were not. Sometimes in practices, the respondents all agreed about the perceived perspectives of staff and providers in response to change and other respondents had differing opinions. Because the decision to implement was authoritative, practices found work arounds to bypass resistance and continue with the implementation. For example, in one large practice (Practice C) which was free standing, located in an urban area, the respondents described that leaders were dragging the providers along in the early phases of implementation. Among providers who were resistant to implementation,
the practice adjusted by assigning nursing staff to some tasks for resistant providers as described below:

"It’s the whole smorgasbord. Myself and a couple of the other providers are excited. .... I know at least two [providers] who would rather not, and we know that their nursing staff is going to be doing a lot of their charting because they’re not interested. And then we’ve got people all along the spectrum." [Provider, Practice C].

Respondents in another (Practice G) a hospital owned and located in a rural area, described a neutral and positive response to the model. According to the staff respondent, some staff see it as status quo and basically what they had been doing all along. Providers were on board and the champions were very excited for implementation to take off, given the delays they had in initiating implementation. Here, a lot of the implementation activities were carried out by the front staff (e.g. medical assistants, front desk staff) and so the PCMH lead described that providers may have less exposure to the details of implementation compared to the staff.

“We have a physician on board... our physicians are on board. I don’t think they fully have a grasp of what a medical home is – a lot of it is behind the scenes, things with the front staff. I think what they’re seeing is the care coordinator. That’s a little more in-your-face.” [PCMH Lead, Practice G]

This mostly mixed response to change was also seen in another hospital owned (Practice A). In this practice, staff response was mixed. The office assistant respondent described that because none of the front desk staff were involved in the planning design of the implementation, there was a little bit of resistance because the change proposed was practice wide and on a large
scale. Here, the providers were described as very engaged and excited about the model implementation:

“We were a pretty excited practice to begin with. We were new, we had young new doctors who were fun to be around – and they still are. I don’t think anyone could be any more engaged.” [Office Assistant, Practice A]

In another practice (Practice F) a different expression of mixed responses to change were found. Here, while the MD/Lead thought that provider and staff had been supportive of implementation, the practice manager described a more mixed response to change as a result of differences in backgrounds of providers and staff. Regarding staff, the practice manager stated that only about “30% of staff are compliant and enthusiastic about the program” and the provider response is mixed as well:

“Three providers have been great with the transformation; two have been resistant. I think their background has played a role; for instance, physicians who came from the emergency department where they don’t have any sort of PCMH model have shown the most resistance with the program.” [Practice Manager, Practice F]

4.3.1.3 Mostly Neutral

A mostly neutral response of staff and providers to participation in the MMPP was found in one practice (Practice H) which started in the MMPP as a level 3 recognized PCMH. Here the PCMH lead (also the Medical Director) described providers as “content with the program but not enthusiastic about the overall program”. The lead believes that this response was a result of so
many changes occurring simultaneously at the practice i.e. “We throw so many things at people... it’s hard to focus.” The care manager buttressed this by describing that staff and providers perceived the implementation as “something else you need to do.”

4.3.2 Reasons for Passive Adoption Among Providers and Staff Across Practices

Across the practices in the study, respondents articulated five main reasons for staff and provider resistance to adoption of the model. These reasons were perceived increase in workload, poor knowledge and uncertainty, reluctance to give up old habits, perceived complexity and perceived loss of control.

Perceived workload: This reason was identified by respondents across all practices. In some practices, this was felt more by providers and in others more by staff. Staff expressed negativity towards the model because they perceived it as a lot of extra work for which they were not being paid. A practice manager [Practice C] highlighted that this concern was confirmed with the implementation of the new EMR system, resulting in increased time required to complete tasks and providing care becoming more time consuming as a result of the number of things that need to be ‘clicked.’ A similar sentiment was found in providers in another practice who view their workload in clicks as described below:

“They [providers] have been our toughest crowd. That is the group that they feel that they have more work than anyone else and they have less time available to do these tasks. They count everything in clicks. The number of clicks that it takes to get from this template to
Poor Knowledge and Uncertainty: This reason was described by respondents in an overwhelming majority of practices. Respondents described that some providers and staff were unclear about why changes were being implemented in the practice or did not understand the PCMH model and the requirements for recognition. As provider (Practice D) respondent described when asked about the staff perceptions of the program, he described their view of the model as “Tedious, overwhelming, unnecessary, hard, but again it’s from a knowledge deficit.” Even in Practice H, a practice that was already recognized prior to the MMPP, the care coordinator described that “in the beginning it was a little rough going because it was new and they [staff] really didn’t understand what we were trying to do, so it took several meetings and more interaction with the staff in education to make sure that they understood what the goals [of the PCMH model] were.”

Reluctance to give up old habits: in about half of the practices, respondents identified the reluctance of mostly providers and some staff in giving up old habits of patient care delivery as a reason for passive adoption or hesitancy. Respondents described that there was a lot of negativity early on because staff did not want to do anything different and providers were unwilling to make changes. This reluctance to change was perceived to be present among older staff and providers.
“They [providers] want to keep what they’ve been doing because they feel like “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it”. So, I think that we had a little bit of resistance, especially with some of our providers that have been here much, much longer.” [Staff, Practice C]

**Perceived complexity**: The perceived complexity associated with the model implementation was mostly linked with the documentation requirements of the model. To meet the documentation requirements for PCMH recognition, several practices used an EHR system. The existence of an EHR within a practice is required for practices to achieve level 3 PCMH recognition. In some practices, changes to an EHR system occurred gradually prior to implementation of the PCMH model/MMPP program. In others, the conversion from paper documentation to EHR occurred at the same time as the implementation of the model. The EHR system thus gradually became a core part of implementation as practices were tracking their progress and performance through this system requiring providers and staff to properly document their care. This provided a challenge across many practices as demonstrated below in this statement.

*One of the harder things to achieve is that there’s so many policies that you have to have written down. We had a policies and procedures manual, but it needed to be more detailed, and getting to that level of detail was difficult. I think that was harder because it needed to be written and rewritten while we were still doing the business side of things. We needed to be able to flesh them out and show them how we were doing things.*

[Provider, Practice B]
Perceptions of complexity were modified by the individual type and experience with electronic systems. For example, compared to younger staff, older staff who were trained with paper system were having a hard time adjusting to the change with the electronic system.

"So, while they’re really doing a great job at learning to do it, the one nurse I work with, I was the nurse supervisor, she said when she started here, she never even turned on a computer in her life, so that was huge. She had to learn like from step one on as far as doing her whole job eight hours a day five days a week by a computer, so every time we have an upgrade in the EHR, or whatnot, that it can be difficult for her to catch on and it just wasn’t something she was really used to doing" [Care Coordinator QI, Practice F].

The effect of the complexity of use of the EHR on clinicians’ work process was highlighted by a provider below:

"But some people are slow with the computer input, you’re learning a new program, we have a lot of IT issues here, so from the computer failing to I can’t open this up, to how do you print this, where did you find that, blah, blah, blah, so it still was a huge learning curve with the same level of business, and so it was a disconnect there. So, that’s what some of the resistance was from, so that meant that, yes, you’re going to be at home working on charts late at night because you couldn’t finish them all in the clinic". [Provider NP, Practice D]

**Loss of Control**: In a few practices, respondents identified that providers were skeptical about the implementation and holding out on adoption due to a fear of loss of control of the patient care process. The PCMH model requires redistribution of tasks with the addition of a care
coordinator, and with several practices hiring additional staff, providers were required to relinquish some tasks or make changes to their patient care delivery process. Across some practices, providers were described as unwilling to let go of the reins. Some older providers felt like there was an intrusion in their way of providing care and they were now being told what to do for patients. This sense of loss of control is further exemplified in the following statements from respondents:

“[Have you seen or experienced resistance from staff or providers?] Some—and that was more of I think a control thing. They didn’t want us putting our hands in the pot, per se, and were afraid we were going to try to take over where it was never that way.” [Care Coordinator, Practice G]

“One other challenge is taking some of the responsibilities from the provider and delegating some of those responsibilities to people who are knowledgeable to carry out the tasks—like your RNs, your Medical Assistants. That’s hard, because you have providers who are used to carrying things out by themselves and getting them to relinquish that has been... yeah.” [Practice Manager, Practice C]
Table 7. Comparison of strategies for motivating staff and providers and reasons for passive adoption

4.4 Organizational Change Implementation Process

Once the adoption decision had been communicated to adopters, the practice leadership embarked on restructuring and redefining the model to fit their practice needs and restructuring the organization to fit the model. As implementation progressed, leaders across practices clarified the model as needed, correcting for any misunderstanding and undesired side effects in implementation. All practices instituted a team to lead the implementation consisting of provider and staff representatives. These teams developed strategies for implementation and disseminated information on the model across the practice.
4.4.1 **Restructuring and Routinizing**

All practices undertook some form of structural or process restructuring with the implementation of the model. The most common structural changes across practices were the addition of staff over the transformation period and technology changes such as changes to the EHR vendor, upgrade of the EHR or changes to the EHR functions to meet documentation needs.

This process of restructuring was clearly described by Practice F, where the PCMH Lead remarked that “Our first initiative was to get the structure set up for the group that was going to focus on its (internal PCMH committee). It took a lot of effort/focus. Trying to break the process of transforming down into pieces so that we could take it one step at a time.”

The most common process changes across practices were the restructuring of staff and provider tasks, restructuring of teams, standardization of processes and changes to workflow.

4.4.1.1 **Structural Changes:**

1. **Hiring More staff:** As part of the implementation, all practices hired either temporary or full-time staff. Some of these hires were from within the organization while others hired external candidates. Some practices appointed RNs from within as care coordinators. In other practices, other staff were temporarily placed in the care coordinator role and later a part time or full-time care coordinator was hired depending on the availability of funds at the practice.

   The magnitude and spectrum of the hiring process also differed across practices. For example, one practice (B) started off with 5 providers but employed 12 providers by
the follow-up interviews. In another practice (G), a part time social worker was hired from the county health department, a PCMH and telemedicine coordinator (to cater for patients with mobility issues) and by the follow-up interviews, they had four care coordinators. The hiring process was sometimes described as a snowball with more support needed for new hires as described below:

“Transforming into a medical home, yes, we realized we needed more doctors. And then if we needed more doctors, we needed more staff. And if we needed more staff and more doctors, we need more supplies and more equipment and then we need these. Yes. It’s kind of a snowball.”[Provider PCMH Lead, Practice B]

The pace of the hiring process also differed across organizations. For example, in Practice C, a new care coordinator was hired first and after the leadership worked through an understanding of the role of a care coordinator, they hired an additional one. Unlike in other practices who were either hiring more staff or converting part time staff to full time, in Practice D, a care coordinator was hired at the beginning of transformation using funds from a grant that the practice had. By the end of the implementation period the grant had expired, the care coordinator left, and that role fell to everybody and nobody.

2. Technological changes: While all practices used EHR systems for documentation purposes, some practices started the transformation process with EHRs in place while others implemented these as part of the transformation. For example, in Practice D, the EHR vendor was changed at the beginning of the transformation to suit needs of data and improve the usability. Meanwhile in Practice H, a new EHR vendor was installed midway
through the implementation but this practice started the MMPP program at level three recognition.

### 4.4.1.2 Process Changes

1. **Restructuring Tasks:** across practices tasks were restructured between providers and staff such that administrative duties were transferred from providers to some staff who had a better fit for these tasks. Some practice leaders discovered that there was an imbalance between what providers were doing, versus what non-clinical staff were doing and then identified “meaningless wasteful administrative” tasks that took time away from clinical tasks. This resulted in staff being able to assign patients to the care coordinator without a provider’s permission, such that patients could be seen, and their non-medical needs also addressed, thereby reducing workload on providers.

2. **Workflow changes:** Several respondents across practices highlighted that changes to workflow for patient care were made to meet the model requirements. Examples of changes instituted across practices include changes to clinic flow where patient visit summaries are given to patients by front desk task as opposed to providers, reducing disruptions in clinic flow. Changes were also seen in workflow in the form of changes to the structure of patient teams where staff worked with teams of providers, nurses and MAs, thus improving comradery and patient care.

### 4.4.2 Moving providers and staff through the innovation decision process

*Strategies used in persuading passive adopters to active adoption of change implementation.*
As implementation progressed in practices, leaders had to find ways to increase the adoption of the model and convert any resistance to active adoption of the model. Practices employed various strategies for persuasion in moving the adopters through the innovation decision process.

The main mode of persuasion across all practices was through increased communication about the model. Other strategies used by leaders included sharing performance results, reducing the complexity of implementation, peer to peer influence, and making changes to the leadership team for transformation. In total, nine persuasion strategies were identified across practices. These strategies can be broadly categorized as addressing the five main reasons for passive adoption – perceived complexity, difficulty giving up old habits, loss of control, lack of knowledge, and perceived workload. The highest number of strategies used by any practice was eight while the lowest number of strategies used was two. The practice with the highest number of intervention strategies also had the highest number of clearly identified reasons for passive resistance (see previous section). Table 8 provides an overview of the number of strategies used compared to the reasons identified for passive adoption.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perception of the model/Implementation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived workload</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor Knowledge and Uncertainty</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reluctance to give up old habits</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived complexity</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of Control</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategies for motivating Staff and Providers for Change</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education to improve knowledge</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing Practice Performance Results</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing Complexity, Improving Usability</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Influence</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-creating with staff and providers</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives for compliance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing the messaging, selling the relative</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advantage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story Telling</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making Change Fun</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Strategies used to reduce Passive Adoption
4.4.2.1 Addressing poor knowledge and uncertainty about the model

Across all practices in the study, leaders and managers focused on addressing the barrier to knowledge and uncertainty about the model expressed by providers and staff. To achieve this, practices used the following strategies:

1. Education to improve knowledge: Leaders expressed that they found ways to educate the staff and providers about the model, what new changes that were being implemented and the rationale for the change. The care coordinator at one practice explained that the response to change among staff was due to the way the information about change was communicated in the practice, as a result staff are typically agreeable to implementing change. This is highlighted in the quote below:

   “I think it’s one of the reasons why, is because we don’t just lay stuff out there and say, “Do this, just do it.” We’re not doing that. We say, okay, we’re doing this and this is why, and so we’re educating them as to why we’re doing this. Okay, this is why we’re going to get a hemoglobin A1C on everybody every three months. This is why we’re going to get microalbumins on everybody once a year. This is why we’re doing this. And they get it, so getting them to be part of the process really hasn’t been a big deal.” [Care Coordinator, Practice E]

Leaders used formal and informal meetings, as well as repeating the same information over and over to make change stick. Although a lot of practices used meetings to provide education about change, a provider (Practice D) described that meetings were effective in providing information at the beginning but after a while became redundant, and aggravating to those who already understood the concept but had go through the motion
for those who were slower in uptake thus slowing potential progress by waiting for everyone to be carried along.

In some practices, education on the implementation of the PCMH model was provided through external sources. For example, as part of its education strategy, the leadership at Practice F, sent different staff to the collaborative meetings to boost enthusiasm and expose staff directly to the model. Practice leaders described that education about the model helped to improve buy-in for implementation:

“I would like to say that it has been our efforts to educate the staff on PCMH that has helped obtain buy-in, but I’m not sure what has altered their perspective; maybe just time.” [Practice Manager, Practice F]

“Since they have a better understanding of what we are doing... they are now more engaged in what we are trying to do. Because change is a little different and people get apprehensive because they are not sure what they should be doing and why they are doing it. But now that they know I think the staff morale is much better.” [Case Manager, Practice H]

2. Sharing practice performance results: another strategy that leaders used to address the knowledge gap for increased adoption of the model was through sharing the progress data with providers and staff. Leaders shared the awards and recognition received as a result of the model. In addition, some leaders provided targeted feedback and counselling for laggards not achieving targets for implementation. In practices where this strategy was used, respondents shared that providers and staff were presented with patient reports so that they could compare their performance metrics with other providers. In one practice, the PCMH
recognition provided validation to the practice leaders and adopter on the legitimacy of the model and transformation process. One of the leaders described it this way:

“The recognition shows that we just didn’t pull this out from somewhere, make it up ourselves; there’s actually a body that accredits and recognizes. It also is a guideline for us to make sure that the practice does continue to practice in a PCMH way.” [PCMH Lead, Practice G]

3. Changing the messaging and selling the relative advantage: In a few practices, some providers and staff began to view some tasks associated with the PCMH as a burden to complete with the only motivation for completing them being that they were required to do so. As a result, the leaders sought to reduce the association of the “PCMH” with negativity and focused the messaging for change on the advantages of the transformation efforts. Other leaders also sold the relative advantage of the model on work flow saying if we do more of this, we can do less of that. This is exemplified in the following statement:

"............. had felt like it had gotten to a point where the providers were saying to themselves, we have to do this because [PCMH Lead CCO] said that PCMH requires it, and PCMH became a thing. It became this bear that they didn't want to deal with. I know they hated hearing me. I could just see it in their faces. So, I've gotten away from that and I'm moving in the direction of we're doing this just because it's the right thing to do and we've had success with it so far." [PCMH Lead CCO, Practice F]
4. Story Telling: In very few practices, there was a clear description of the effect of sharing patient stories with providers in improving the adoption and perception of the PCMH model. Leaders in these practices shared that patient stories were beneficial in energizing providers for change. This is illustrated by the following comment:

“In the beginning I think a lot of them were very skeptical, but then once they saw the success stories come out of it and we were able to prove how we can make a difference in how the team as a whole could make a difference in caring for patients it had a positive impact”[ Care Coordinator, Practice G]

4.4.2.2 Addressing Perceived Complexity

1. Reducing Complexity, Improving Usability: To address perceived complexity leaders sought to ease the use of EHRs by providing more training on the EHR, changing the EHR vendor or making upgrades to the layout so that staff and providers could find it easier to use.

“I think making it user-friendly to providers, most particularly, that have the most limited extra time to put into the program, I think has made it pretty easy from day one, as far as working efficiently with your nurse liaison and our clinical coordinators to make a referral and let them follow up with us and not require a lot of paperwork and a lot of documentation from the providers to again make them compliant. Acceptance would have not been very good, if that was required because of time limitations.” [Provider 2, Practice G]
In one practice, in addition to making changes to the EHR to improve compliance with documentation, they placed printers in each exam room to boost staff morale and improve workflow.

4.4.2.3 Encouraging adopters to give up old habits

Some leaders tried to nudge the staff and providers towards change implementation. This was mainly done through monetary and non-monetary incentives attached to compliance.

1. Incentives for compliance: In some practices, managers used monetary incentives to try to move providers and staff towards active adoption of the model. These incentives were provided to motivate staff and providers to meet certain quality metrics. Overall, it seemed that monetary incentives were not perceived as effective in sustaining momentum for change and may have been more effective if at all among staff compared to providers. For example, in Practice H, the Medical Director was highly skeptical of the effectiveness of incentives as the practice staff only met only two of five metrics tied to incentives. The medical director further highlighted that issuing incentives may be problematic, because after a while, these monetary incentives would become the expectation of staff for doing their job.

2. Making change fun: Some practices included games and off-site team building activities to increase enthusiasm about transformation. In one practice, staff and providers were put into teams to compete for incentives. In another, the leadership created team building activities to get everyone invested in the transformation and took the staff and providers to a resort. In the one practice that used this strategy, the leadership
incorporated games in the intranet where staff across the practice could learn about the PCMH, the changes to the EHR and win gift cards if they got accompanying trivia questions right. The objective of this was to increase engagement. The Lead described the motivation for this below:

“Change is... everybody’s afraid of it, so it’s easing them in and say, “It’s not that much different. If you do this, it ends up being better for everybody.” [PCMH Lead, Practice C]

In addition, because the providers felt burdened by their patients load and did not want to take time on the weekends to go to the collaborative meetings, the leadership tried to be creative in convincing them to go by creating jingles about the MLC and the PCMH, but it was very difficult to get providers to listen to these.

4.4.2.4 Addressing Loss of Control

In half of the practices in the study, leaders made attempts to address perceived loss of control primarily through peer influence and by making changes to the transformation team to include representation from all relevant departments. Addressing loss of control in some cases was closely associated with communicating clearly to providers that they were still in charge of patient care and the drivers of the program.

1. Co-creating with staff and providers (People support what they help create):

In a few practices to improve buy in from staff and providers, leaders sought to include them in more decisions regarding the PCMH implementation. This was through more inclusion on the transformation team or in designing the EHR functions to increase
compliance. For example, in Practice C, the practice manager described that the implementation team was made up of the administrators and a provider champion initially but based on feedback from the MLC, they created a team that included the practice manager, a front desk representative, nurse managers from all the locations and care managers. They also included providers in the redesigning of the EMR to improve adoption and buy in.

2. Peer Influence: Non-provider respondent leaders remarked that it was important to have a provider’s voice championing change as providers were more likely to respond to their peers. In improving peer influence and stirring providers towards adoption, some practices invited other providers or staff from practices that were implementing the PCMH model, to share their experiences in implementation. The following statement illustrates this:

“.... at the provider meetings they had a physician from an already-recognized PCMH come and speak to them about their experiences, and how it benefitted their practice. Just... seeing more patients, not working doubly as hard, and the monetary incentives. That was that............ Having people come and speak (from other practices) who are physicians on how they handled it worked. We had a lot of them go to the collaboratives to get more information.” [PCMH Lead, Practice C]
4.4.3 **Innovative characteristics of the MMPP/PCMH model that were perceived as persuasive to staff and providers for adoption**

The innovative characteristics of the PCMH model that were perceived to be associated with an increase in adoption by staff and providers across practices were the model’s observability in terms of its benefits to patients and the compatibility of the model with existing practice in the practice.

The PCMH model’s compatibility with practice was reported by respondents in most of the practices. Some practices reported that while improvements were being made as a result of transformation, there was not a clear distinction in the implementation period because of the model’s compatibility with how the practice delivered care. The observability of the model referred to the benefits of the model and its visibility to patients and providers. In most practices, the outcomes of implementation were important in moving providers and staff towards active adoption.

4.5 **Perceived Consequences of Adoption of the model.**

Across practices, as implementation progressed over time, there were four main responses by staff and providers described by respondents. The adopters either increased their engagement with the model, had no change in response or perspective, had waves of resistance with each new mini implementation part or were indifferent with an attitude of “it is what it is”.

In one practice, it was difficult for respondents to decipher staff and providers’ perspective on the model in the final round of interviews, as there was an enormous overhaul of
all the electronic systems in the practice thus pushing PCMH to the background. One of the providers provided this anecdote:

“for one thing there’s been this enormous change over the last year, so PCMH has really gotten pushed to the back. ....... Again, I think it’s been hard for me to judge here, because it’s a combination. One, it is a more entrenched practice that I think just doesn’t change as easily, but also has been forced to make this huge change [EHR]. So, I’m not sure how much the PCMH resonates with folks right now.” [Provider, Practice H]

4.5.1 Perception of success

While respondents were asked about their perception of the success of the implementation, there was no clarity provided on the definition of success and thus it was difficult to compare the perception of success within and across practice respondents. Some respondents equated success to PCMH recognition, whilst others shared savings accrued and for others it was not clear what their response was based on.

Meanwhile in Practice B practice, the senior medical provider indicated that while they were successful, she was very frustrated with the lack of cost savings. She was disappointed because even though (in her own opinion) they had outperformed other practices, there were no cost savings received. Although most respondents within practices agreed that transformation to a PCMH was successful, there were some respondents who differed from the opinion of others within their practices.

The consequences of implementation of the model can be examined through the lens of patient effects, staff and provider effects and practice effects.
4.5.2 Patient effects

Across practices, the main consequences of the implementation of the model for patients was seen in perceived improved patient outcomes, increased patient engagement in care and improved patient satisfaction. By the end of the implementation, respondents across all practices reported improvements in targeted patient outcomes although not all practices could clearly attribute the patient outcomes solely to the PCMH implementation.

In terms of the effects on patient engagement, respondents across Practices A, E, G, and H reported that with increased follow up and care coordination, patients were taking ownership of their health and taking advantage of community resources. One of the provider respondents in practice A described that the care coordination had increased access for patients as the care coordinators serve as middlemen between providers, patients and their families, enabling patients to stay out of the ER. In practice G, the older Medicare population were described as appreciating the outreach from the care coordinators with an overall increase in compliance with follow-up visits with specialists, leading to reduced utilization of emergency room services.

Regarding patient outcomes, all the practices reported better performance in patient outcomes. Practices reported improvements in Diabetes Miletus (DM), reductions in readmissions and better obesity management. In Practice H, while some respondents reported better patient outcomes, the PCMH lead and provider expressed that the changes in outcome metrics such as hospitalizations could have been achieved without the implementation off the PCMH model. Finally, in Practice E, although the care coordinator attributed the reduction in utilization by high utilizers, improved DM control, better BP control to the implementation of the model and to increased awareness of external resources for patients, the practice manager and
staff did not think there were any patient outcomes that could be accredited to the model since the practice had practiced as a medical home prior to implementation.

In Practice F respondents reported that there was an objective measurement of patient satisfaction which showed improvement in satisfaction with current appointment scheduling. In addition, the practice had received a lot of positive feedback from the hospital and surrounding practices.

4.5.3 Provider and Staff Effects.

Across practices the main consequence of the implementation with regards to providers and staff was increased communication and teamwork. Respondents noted that there was increased communication and teamwork in all practices except Practice G (in this practice, respondents described the providers and staff as an already tight knit group who worked well together with great team communication prior to implementation).

Improved teamwork and communication were expressed as an increased sense of responsibility on the team with staff feeling more integrated in the delivery of care. Respondents acknowledged that providers may be more cognizant of the contribution of the staff to patient care and as a result, working together has led to greater reliance on each other and comradery.

“I think people are now more cognizant that what they do is really a part of taking care of the patient. It’s not just, “I pull the chart,” or, “I get the lab.” That’s important because the patient needs that information. It’s not just works to do just to do it: If we don’t have this lab in the chart at the time of the visit, then how can we have continuity of care?” [Staff, Practice C]
4.5.4 Practice Effects

Across practices, the most common practice consequences of the implementation were improved efficiency, financial rewards and legitimacy/recognition achieved. It was clear from the interviews across practices, that practices were able to use the fixed transformation payments and shared savings received to fund changes to their EHR systems, laboratory systems and in some cases, make changes to the physical structure of the practice.

Respondents reported an improved organizational efficiency and management of chronic disease patients as result of the implementation of the model. This was because the practices now mostly had the right people assigned to duties and were using data to drive improvement. In some practices, the standardization of processes helped to integrate the overlap between meeting the requirements for FQHC, and meaningful use at the federal level, i.e. report writing, tracking progress and using the EHR for these functions.

Regarding receiving shared cost savings, overall few respondents were aware of the cost savings received. As expected, practice managers and owners were more likely aware of any cost savings compared to other respondents. All practices reported financial benefits of the implementation (except in the FQHCs) with differing magnitudes. One owner (Practice E) was able to raise staff salaries and pay the care coordinator as result of the fixed payments available through the MMPP in addition to the cost savings received from the insurance companies. In another practice (C), the financial rewards were in the form of cost savings and higher reimbursement rates as a result of a decline in number of its patients showing up at the ED. As a result of the financial rewards, this practice was able to afford to employ more staff. In another practice (B), the practice manager reported that although the practice did not receive cost savings
the end of the first year (mostly due to the rising costs of medical care), without the PCMH program, the practice financial performance would have been in the red. In that time, they had a 24% decrease in expected costs, but when they deducted the medical home payments from that, the practice broke even.

“It just made us able to breathe a little easier and be able to do these things and not feel like where are we going to get the money to do this. So, that did help there.” [Practice Manager, Practice B]

In a few practices, respondents reported that as a result of the model the practice had gained recognition, or legitimacy among patients in the community. In Practice F, the Lead care coordinator highlighted that implementation of the model has affected the type of advertising the practice does- they now talk about the patient being the center of their healthcare and being part of the decision-making processes and place the NCQA logo on its advertising.

“There's definitely a benefit to get the NCQA logo. We have that insignia on all the advertising. I think that may not be recognized as much as the actual transformation of our practice. ....... The image of our practice is based on what we do every day, how our employees treat patients, whether they are in [Practice Name] and then also out in the community. We've been very active in the community as part of this transformation and people are starting to recognize that and notice us” [Lead CCO Practice F]

Across other practices, respondents highlighted the PCMH recognition sets them apart from other non-recognized practices and signals the quality of the practice, thus increasing word of mouth referrals. In addition, awards and certifications were perceived to be a sign to the community of the innovations the practice is participating in.
Discussion

5.1 The Organizational Decision-Making Process Across Practices: Leadership Influences and Motivations for Adoption.

5.1.1 All Practices Used the Authoritarian System of Decision Making

The first research question sought to explore the decision-making process at the organizational level for practices implementing the PCMH model. It identified the motivation of practices in adopting the model and what processes were involved in the decision to adopt.

Decision making could be a collective or authoritative process and may affect the implementation of the adopted innovation if there is no buy in from potential adopters. It is beneficial if management and adopters buy into the process. Given the nature of healthcare and critical role of providers, this may have a significant effect which could be modified by the type and ownership of the practice, structure of employment for providers. Providers who are employed or in a large healthcare system may be far removed from decision making and may have less incentives to get involved in improvement efforts. The decision-making culture of the environment may be critical in determining how implementation is carried and consequently affect the ownership of the adoption process.

The processes involved in the decision to adopt was not clearly identified by most respondents. However, it was clear that across all the practices in the study the decision was made at the management or ownership level.

Given this perspective of authoritarian decision making, the nature of the practices in the study deserves more attention. There are several factors that influence the decision-making
structure within organizations. These include the size of the organization, management structure (centralization versus decentralization), ownership and leadership motivation. In large organizations, due to the need to maintain efficiency in complexity as a result of size, more documentation is required, more decentralization for within department decisions but with organization wide decisions made at a higher management level\textsuperscript{121,122}. On the other hand, smaller organizations have a more fluid decision-making process that is less bureaucratic, and most senior managers can influence decisions based on their personal values which encourages innovation and participation of staff in the organization\textsuperscript{123}.

As expected, none of the practices where the decision process could be articulated by respondents was a large practice i.e. practices A, B, E and G (see Table 3 for practice characteristics). This could have also been because of the nature of the respondents who were interviewed such that even managers who were interviewed were more likely to be middle level managers in large practices compared to the owner or senior level management in small and medium sized practices. Being a small practice under the ownership of one physician, we find that the decision-making process is in true authoritarian fashion, in the sense that every other person in the practice is employed by the owner, and there is only one level of decision making such that the owner is involved in everything. Thus, the decision to implement the PCMH model and perhaps any other change idea would be influenced by the owner’s personal motivations and preferences for practice as described by this statement: “I’m the only champion. The care manager takes on the work, but everything is driven by what I want.” [Provider Owner, Practice E]. This finding is in line with research on practice transformation by Wise et al\textsuperscript{124} that demonstrated that in independent physician owned practices, the decision to transform to a
PCMH was solely the responsibility of the physician owner as it was their personal business enterprise. As a result, irrespective of a desire to implement change, staff were unable to learn more about the PCMH model or implement it until the decision was made by the owner.

While the original decision to adopt the model in all practices was authoritative, we see that in each practice, there was a gradual shift from authoritative to a more facilitative approach in the implementation of change. For example, in practice A, the decision to adopt the model was made without the staff within the practice. Shortly after, a redesign team was formed to lead the implementation. As changes were being rolled out, some administrative staff started questioning the changes especially because the administrative staff were not involved in the redesign team. As a result, the practice leadership became more inclusive and had several meetings with frontline staff and providers to identify their pain points and targets for implementation. They were then walked through the model and demonstrations of the use of the EHR as part of the implementation. These efforts are in line with lessons and recommendations from PCMH demonstrations that highlight the need for communication about the change to ensure motivation of frontline workers.  

Another way the decision to adopt was made was through finding the right fit and examination of the process in other practices to identify the feasibility of implementation of the model. The implications of this meant that practices had examples to follow for successful implementation of the model. This process then involved more middle level managers such as the PCMH leads and some practice managers who were part of the final decision on deciding what type of demonstration to be a part of and how the implementation would be rolled out in the practice. Involvement of more middle level management in the decision-making process has
been shown to be associated with success in overcoming challenges in complex redesign of health care systems that involves change across multiple levels within health care practices\(^{125}\).

5.1.2 **Transactional versus transformational leadership styles?**

It is important to understand the role of the style of leadership in PCMH transformation especially regarding sustainability. Further examination of the leadership style may produce categories of leadership exhibited in the various practices. Positive leadership has been shown to be associated with the organizational climate, and is important for the adoption of innovations in service organizations\(^{70,126,127}\) and thus leadership values are critical in understanding the implementation from an organizational perspective. In addition, leadership values are critical in achieving quality of care in health care settings\(^{128}\).

Two main types of leadership styles have been explored in the literature. These are transactional and transformational leadership styles. Transformational leadership is described as charismatic leadership which inspires and motivates followers\(^{129,130}\). It can be seen especially when leaders have close functional proximity to those they lead\(^{131,132}\). On the other hand, transactional leadership is described as a type of leadership style whereby there is an exchange between leaders and followers such that leaders reward followers for achieving goals set. While these two styles of leadership are important, transactional leadership is useful in healthcare practices or other settings where adherence to standards is vital\(^{129,133,134}\). Transformational leadership on the other hand is crucial in getting staff to go beyond expectations through intrinsic motivation. As a result, these styles of leadership may improve adoption through different
mechanisms. Transformational leadership would improve attitudes towards an innovation through increasing trust while transactional leadership would achieve this through reinforcement and incentives for adoption.

From the practices in this study, we see transformational leadership demonstrated clearly in practice E, a small practice, where the leader is described as involved in everything. The single ownership means that the leader is more readily accessible to the front-line staff. The implementation activities are dictated by the owner who is described as very thorough and the heart and soul of the practice.

The structure of the PCMH is incentive driven. Given its focus on achieving standards that will culminate in a recognition status, it is possible that it lends itself to a transactional form of leadership style. Transformational leadership may play a role in getting adopters motivated to reach the organizational goals irrespective of the PCMH target, but transactional style of leadership may be used to keep the practice on track with the PCMH standards. Given the frequency of change in healthcare, transactional leadership styles as utilized by some leaders in this study helps to improve trust by demonstrating the execution of the model. Providing clarity, also improves performance especially given the multifaceted nature of the model requirements. Transactional leadership may be difficult to isolate in PCMH model implementation given that the standards are clearly outlined. however, the leadership still has a role in making these standards clear to adopters in the practice. For example, in Practice D, the leadership demonstrated transactional change by providing clarity for the implementation to the frontline staff as highlighted below:
“[Speaking about strategies used] I don’t know if “change” is the right word. I feel like a lot of the stuff we really were doing, and we had a handle on, but it put it in black and white for everybody to see”. [Staff, Practice D]

As Implementation progresses, the transformational leadership style may also be used to reenergize and motivate frontline providers to avoid peaking in transformation efforts especially when challenges arise. The practice sizes and proximity of decision maker to the respondents may have played a role in the description of the leadership style available, such that transactional leadership may appear to be used due to the layers of power involved in the management of the practices.

5.1.3 Practices have intrinsic and extrinsic motivations

In line with research on motivation for practice transformation, we find that the main motivations for PCMH transformation are both intrinsic and extrinsic. The intrinsic motivations were primarily to improve the quality of care provided and patient outcomes, and the compatibility of the model to the practice values. The extrinsic motivators were to primarily to achieve financial rewards, align with future policy and the need to achieve legitimacy\textsuperscript{137}. This is consistent with other studies that highlight the practice motivations for obtaining the NCQA recognition such as consistency with organizational values, improve patient experience take and to take advantage of local and regional financial incentives\textsuperscript{138,139}.

Fundamentally, healthcare facilitates want to improve their outcomes of care and the motivation to achieve shared savings was connected to their desire to deliver on their mandate. Irrespective of where practices were located, their size or specialty, they all wanted to use shared savings to improve efficiency. In addition, the MMPP collaboration provided a structured way of
achieving the PCMH recognition. In addition to improving outcomes and achieving desired savings, some practices also desired to achieve current and future policy alignment and legitimacy. Examining closely practice motivation and context, I did not find a clear pattern in the relationship between practice size, location, or patients served in the top four motivations for implementation identified by practices.

The identification of compatibility of the model with practice structure is in line with the DOI theory and the characteristics of an innovation that increase adoption. For example, some respondents across practices noted that the model is what they have always practiced, and thus the adoption did not feel like a completely new idea. This demonstrates that the compatibility of an innovation with an organization’s operations influences the decision making regarding adoption.

Given that the PCMH model has been rapidly expanding across the US, from 18 states in 2009 to 44 states in 2013 serving almost 21 million patients and at the time of the implementation of the MMPP, there were already over 7,000 recognized practices and available research on the benefits of the model, the practices in the sample can be considered as late adopters of the model. In line with research by Nord and Tucker, it was clear that if some of these practices had the resources needed, they would have adopted the model much earlier than they did. Additionally, we see that a few practices were motivated by legitimacy and recognition that the NCQA logo would provide. This was clearly articulated in two practices (F and G), and mildly in practice A. Practices F and G are similar in context in that they are in rural areas and have similar numbers of providers. On the other hand, we find that in Practice H, a large practice affiliated with a large hospital, one of the staff commented that “I don’t really think
it’s that publicly known that we’re a PCMH, so I think it’s just more of an internal situation, but we are constantly reminded that we’re part of this program”. Given its size, this might be an indication that the PCMH recognition may confer no additional legitimacy for the practice to its patients.

Based on this, our findings differ from the Westphal et al.’s perspective on why organizations would implement quality improvement programs. These practices are motivated by the economic and efficiency gains of the model and the social gain. Thus, in line with Kennedy and Fiss140 we find that motivation toward economic and social gain is not period dependent or mutually exclusive. These late adopters are also concerned about economic gains. At the same time, we recognize that the expansion of the PCMH model across the United States may have led to increased pressure of adoption by practices and physician practices in order to appear legitimate. That is, the increased marketing of the model, and patient awareness of model, combined with the linkage of the PCMH model to financial reimbursements has created additional pressure for adoption by practices68,141.

5.2 How Do Staff and Providers Respond to The PCMH Model Over Time: Perceptions of Change and Reasons for Passive Adoption

The second aim of this dissertation sought to explore the organizational change implementation process and responses by frontline providers over time. It examined if the perceptions of change followed the stage ordered process of the DOI theory, the reasons for active or passive adoption of the model and the strategies used by management to improve the
overall adoption of the model. Overall the key findings for the second research aim were that the reaction to the model was mostly mixed among adopters, and the adoption process does not occur in a clear and simple linear stage ordered process in an organization. Rather, this happens through differing pathways involving numerous interactions between the organizational and individual decision processes. Based on these findings a new framework was developed (Figure 3). The findings around the perspective to change is in line with previous research that shows that most staff response to organizational change involves some ambivalence in terms of negative and positive responses to change.\textsuperscript{142}

5.2.1 Organizational and Individual factors moderate adopter perceptions of change

There are various factors that may affect the adopter’s response to change implementation. These include organizational factors and individual level factors. The organizational factors include leadership characteristics and attitudes to change, the communication of the change, and the organizational culture and teamwork and the inclusion of adopters in the decision-making process. The individual factors include the adopter’s emotions and cognitions, personal characteristics and the nature of their role in the organization.\textsuperscript{69,70,143,144} In line with Frambach and Schillewaert\textsuperscript{70} study on organizational innovation adoption, we find that this is true for the practices involved in the study where organizational factors indeed influence the attitudes of the staff and providers to change.
5.2.2 Organizational Culture and Teamwork

The organizational climate is an important moderator of change implementation success. Overall, I found that within and across practices the perceived response to change was mostly mixed except in a small practice where the perceived response was mostly positive. In this practice, the respondents described a lot of teamwork and willingness to work together to succeed at the change implementation. The staff here were described as feeling free to make suggestions for improvements to the owner as she presents herself as part of the team without entitlement, this made the staff feel more at ease. This participatory form of leadership may contribute to the positive response towards change seen at the practice and has been shown in research to help to motivate adopters towards performance and overcoming resistance\[^{145,146}\].

---

**Figure 3.** Modified Conceptual Framework and Study Aims
Similarly, across several practices with mostly mixed responses to change, respondents emphasized that teamwork and leadership factors also played a key role in the positive response of some adopters to change. For example, in practice A, one staff described teamwork at the practice:

“In my specific office we have a lot of teamwork. We work together. If someone is falling behind, we help. We all pitch in whatever we can do to make sure that everything is done and taken care of the best of what we can do.” - [Staff, Practice A]

Along the same lines, another organizational factor that may have mediated the response to change is the size of the practice. As one respondent in this practice described “Since we are a small office, we work so closely together. So, there’s always communication going on.”

5.2.3 Leadership Attitudes to change

Attitudes to change of adopters within a practice can also be affected by the leadership attitudes to change. If widespread cynicism is present in a practice, it can deter any progress in change implementation\textsuperscript{147}. A positive leadership attitude improves the response to a change model. We see this clearly in the statement below:

“\textit{They are both strong leaders and are very positive about it, I feel like it has helped me be positive about it, walking into something not knowing what I was going to do. ... They really want this to work in our practice.}” \textsuperscript{[PCMH Lead, Practice B]}

Positive attitudes to change have been found to be associated with employee participation in decision making\textsuperscript{147}. We find this to be true in certain practices, where the strategy
comprised the inclusion of front-line staff in decision making regarding the implementation of the model.

5.2.4 Practice Age

Other organizational factors that may influence the response to change include the age of the practice, such that the older the practice is the more difficult it is to implement change. In a new organization which may less rigid and striving to establish itself in terms of norms, change implementation of change may be easier, and received well compared to a more established organization. We find this exhibited in practice A, where at the time of implementation of the model, the practice was relatively new, and one respondent described the effect of this below:

“We were doing a lot of what is required already, because [provider name] and [provider name] are very new. We were able to start our practice small and be more individualized from the start. As the practice grew, this was all able to happen. We were able to see a need: this is getting out of hand; we need a case manager. The timing was perfect. It wasn’t as much of a transition for us because we were so new (only 3 years old) so we weren’t set in our ways.” – [Office Assistant Practice A]

5.2.5 Individual Adopter Characteristics

Innovativeness: Taking a closer look at the potential individual factors within practices that influenced the perception of the model, we find that in line with the DOI theory, the innovativeness and perception to change of the individual adopters within a practice matter. For example, in Practice G, the two providers are described as “very open to new things that are good for their patients. They are a tight-knit group who work very well together.”
Length of time in practice: Another individual factor that explains the perception of the model and response to change is the amount of time spent in an organization. New hires may be more likely to be more invested in the model and have a positive response to the change, since this new model may be what they know about the organization. Some of the passivity towards the implementation of the model was found among providers who had been part of the practice for a long time or have been in medical practice for a longer time and used to practicing a certain way.

Previous experience: As part of the implementation, a lot of practices hired new staff. Some of these staff and providers came from practices that were very different from the PCMH model and this may have affected their perception of the model.

“I think their background has played a role; for instance, physicians who came from the emergency department where they don’t have any sort of PCMH model have shown the most resistance with the program.” [Practice Manager, Practice F]

5.2.6 Effect of the model on the adopter's role

Another individual level moderator of the perception of the model is the degree to which the change implementation affects the adopter. For example, for some staff in practice G the model was a welcome change as, the PCMH model led to a restructuring that reduced the burden of making repeated phone calls and ultimately the number non-compliant patients that they had to follow up with as some of these tasks were shifted to care managers. Similarly, in practice C, front desk staff perceived the implementation positively as changes had less implications for their work compared to clinical staff. In this sense, in line with the DOI theory, the perception of the
model is modified by the degree of advantage it confers on the adopter that is the reduction perceived reduction of workload. Along the same lines, several staff in practices were initially very excited about the change model as it included the addition of staff, providers and resources to make it easier in achieving their targets for patient care.

Providers may have been more accepting of the model implementation because of the effect of the model on their patient outcomes of care. In this sense their perception of the model was based on relative advantage that the model offered to the core roles in the practice compared to the status quo.

"I think providers see the necessity of it. They’re coming from a different perspective: this is their license and patients they are providing care to. I think it’s a help to them. We’re watching the things they don’t have time to watch. So, I have a feeling that yes, it’s more work but they think it’s beneficial and it needs to be done." [Practice Manager, Practice B]

5.3 Reasons for passive adoption

For the purpose of this study, the term passive adoption is used instead of resistance because there is no clear demonstration of outright resistance or refusal to engage in any part of the implementation by adopters across practices. Rather, there are varying reasons for which the adopters “drag their feet” or partially engage with the model implementation. In addition, some researchers have been critical of the term resistance as it may dismiss valid concerns that staff raise related to the change implementation. From our findings most of the reasons for
passive adoption are concerns about the details of the implementation and not a rejection of the change idea or rationale behind that change model.

The main reasons for passive adoption of the model from our study were due to the perceived workload, poor knowledge and understanding of the model, reluctance to give up old habits, fear of a loss of control and the perceived complexity of the model. A study conducted by Wise et al\textsuperscript{124} in 2011 on 16 primary care practices who were part of a state initiative for the transformation of the practices to PCMH models found similar themes. The study found that generational differences in receptivity for change and advances in information technology, the potential for the PCMH model to undermine the status or power of some individuals within the practice, the time demands of the PCMH implementation, and difficulty understanding the PCMH domains and associated tasks were related to setbacks in implementation of the model\textsuperscript{124}.

The PCMH model requires a change in the role and distribution of tasks and thus every member of the team has to be willing to change to ensure a successful transformation\textsuperscript{150}. The lack of participation by providers who do not want to let go of ways of delivering care can affect their immediate staff who are then unable to comply with the transformation even if the whole practice is transforming. This could also lead to the unequal distribution of tasks to make up for lack of provider participation in the transformation process. This reconfiguring of roles can lead to concerns about taking on new responsibilities or releasing the reins to others to take them up\textsuperscript{151}. Studies have found that the role change involved in the implementation of the model have been particularly difficult for providers who are now required to delegate some of their task to Medical Assistants and Care Managers\textsuperscript{150,152}. 
The National Demonstration Project (NDP) found that in particular this role change has been particularly difficult for providers who felt that their role as provider was building trust with their patients and “sharing that relationship with other practice staff members was, for many, a significant challenge to their identity as physicians.” Some of the push back in terms of provider roles may also be from a lack of trust in the ability of other members of the team to deliver the same quality of care. This has been expressed in physician resistance to the increasing roles of Nurse practitioners and care coordinators in primary care delivery.

The National Demonstration Project demonstration project also found similar results in complexity. The perceived complexity resulting in passive adoption is not without cause. The technology components of the PCMH model required ongoing problem solving as some of the EHRs were not equipped to meet the reporting requirements of achieving recognition. This frustration with the EHR system was expressed by a provider this way:

“\textit{I would be much [happier] to have my paper charts back – just throw that thing out the window. I’m not that computer literate. It’s a machine, it’s programmed, but I swear we have goblins.}” [Provider, Practice G]

While the MMPP was valuable to practices in this study in reducing the time and effort involved in applying for PCMH certification, the process still takes a considerable amount of time. The finding of perceived increased workload as a cause of passive adoption makes sense in the light of available literature on frontline perspectives of the implementation of the model. A study evaluating the transformation of several FQHCs to PCMHs found that the time taken to apply for the PCMH took away time from the implementation of the model. In addition, this study also found that providers in PCMH demonstration practices reported that there was an associated
increased stress, reduction in professional satisfaction, and the recognition process led to increased demand on their time, and less time spent on patients with complex needs\(^47\).

The perceived increase work load may be due to a perception of the interference of the change with a provider’s work flow. In addition these changes may be perceived as suggesting that a provider is not doing the right thing or is perhaps make them look incompetent\(^{156}\). In addition, a lack of clear communication and understanding around the need for change can lead to passivity. This was clearly demonstrated across several practices where the leadership initially only selected a few people to inform about the change and so some staff were hesitant because they did not know why the changes were being made.

5.4 Improving adoption: Strategies used by leaders to improve active adoption

The study set out to identify how managers and leaders respond to the perspectives of adopters on the implementation of change. The strategies implemented can be classified broadly into communication, training and education on the change, increased staff involvement in decision making, and use of incentives to nudge adopters towards change. These findings are in line with the human resource management practices that lead to successful change implementation\(^{157}\). Just like in similar studies, executive buy in on the model was important, in addition education and communication on the model to provide clarity on the different moving pieces was a key facilitator of improved adoption\(^47\).
Communication is a key strategy for improving adoption. When adopters perceive that they have been duly informed and received quality communication regarding change, they become more open to receiving the proposed change. The framing of the adoption message is a strategy with merit in the literature. Framing the message of adoption as an opportunity or threat influences the degree to which an individual adopts an innovation. Some practice leaders employed a positive framing of the message for implementation (focusing on the benefits of the model to the practice) which yielded an improved response from adopters as opposed to communicating “this is what we have to do”. The results also show that story is an effective way of communicating the results of implementation. This is in line with research that shows that using narrative communication such as stories is useful in overcoming resistance and helping the listener to communicate and develop a relatedness to the actors within the story.

In line with other studies on PCMH transformation, the leaders of practices in this study were successful in using feedback on performance to improve motivation for change, reduce skepticism and demonstrate the benefits of the model to patient outcomes.

In addition, research shows that in cases of forced adoption i.e. where staff are not involved in the decision to adopt, managers must facilitate trials, develop employee competence and encourage peer interactions. Peer interactions facilitate the sharing of knowledge and user experiences among adopters. This was demonstrated in practice D where those who understood the PCMH concept and change implementation process, were encouraged to be champions among their peers. Across several practices, leaders also invited staff from other practices to share their experience of implementation with the adopting staff.
Across most of the practices, the leaders also focused on getting buy in particularly from the providers. This is important due to the hierarchical nature and power dynamics in health care. So, ensuring that there is buy in from providers may increase the potential for adoption as a staff in practice B expressed “Everybody respects the doctors and they’ll do whatever you tell them to do”.

Although only a few practices tried to use incentives to motivate staff and providers, our findings are consistent with literature that shows that intrinsic motivations are likely to be more effective compared to extrinsic motivations such as financial rewards. This idea is articulated clearly by a respondent below:

“But interestingly, I think that as far as morale, you asked this question before, the money is great, but it isn’t fundamental to, I think, the staff satisfaction. I think more fundamental is satisfaction with what they’re doing, what they’re accomplishing. They appreciate a couple hundred dollars coming in, but unless that keeps happening-- And if it keeps happening then it becomes oh, that’s just part of my pay, if it doesn’t keep happening it becomes almost a dissatisfier, or it can be. So, the pay piece is actually pretty tricky about what you do with that. I think more fundamental to satisfaction is feeling like you’re really taking care of people well, and that’s what really motivates them.” [Provider, Practice G]

The incentives applied were positive incentives to provide bonuses to teams that achieve certain targets within the implementation of change. While research shows that team incentives such as the shared savings tend to work better than individual incentives such as pay for performance, behavior research shows that financial penalties work better. This is based on the prospect theory that shows that the pain of losing is more powerful than the pleasure of
winning\textsuperscript{165}. According to the respondents, the individual incentives that managers tried to use to motivate staff and providers towards active adoption, were not effective.

**Multiple Strategies for Success:** Regarding the use of multiple strategies for improving adoption of change, we find that practices who used multiple tactics were more likely to achieve level three recognition status especially if this was not achieved by the midpoint of the implementation of the MMPP period. This in line with literature that has found that the for even simple change implementation, the likelihood for success is increased significantly if multiple strategies are used compared to a few strategies\textsuperscript{166}. It also appeared that the use of multiple strategies was in response to the number of barriers that practices had to overcome to increase active adoption by providers and staff. By the midpoint period of the implementation, only three (Practices C, D and G) of the eight practices were still at PCMH level 1. Practice G's performance may be due to its late start according to respondents at the practice. Out of all these practices, practice C implemented the highest number of strategies to improve adoption. The leaders here used all the strategies identified in other practices except story telling/narratives. This may have contributed in the achievement of PCMH level 3, one of the goals at the end of the implementation period.

5.3 **What does success look like?**

All practices report perceived improvements in patient care, outcomes and efficiency.

The degree of congruence varied across respondents in practices.

As expected, throughout the practices, the definition of successful transformation to a PCMH was difficult to define. This was illustrated clearly by a provider in Practice G who noted
that “we don't know what a successful patient-centered medical home does or is or what the results are”. The perceptions differed in terms of outcomes (i.e. patient outcomes, recognitions, cost savings) used to define success and the degree of success based on respondent expectations. For example, in practice D, all the respondents thought that the implementation was a success except the PCMH Lead who thought the practice was only partially successful because the focus of implementation had been on the clinical side and not enough on the administrative side/staff of the practice. These differences in perceived success ranging from quality of the change and outcomes to quantification and pace, is in line with organizational research that shows that the judgment of success for change is dependent on who is making the assessment. Thus, while the practices may be achieving certification, judgement of success will vary between PCMH leaders and non-PCMH leaders, and between providers and staff. For example, in Practice A, one of the providers expressed that the practice started on the right track but lost its steam and should have been more successful than what it is. On the other hand, the new Practice manager expressed that the practice had been successful with transformation had done a good job of meeting the standards that it targeted, while exceeding some targets.

Overall the reported outcomes are consistent with other studies on PCMH outcomes that find improvements in patient adherence, access to preventive care and follow up, improved care processes, chronic disease outcomes and increased effectiveness of practice teams.

5.4 Implications for Policy and Future Research

Overall, this study will contribute to understanding the multidimensionality of change in a healthcare organization. Implementation of policy change in healthcare occurs on two levels: the adoption by organizational leaders, and the adoption by individuals within those
organizations. Practice leaders are motivated by different reasons based on their context and organizational aims. Knowing these reasons would provide more insight to the NCQA and other policy makers in reaching more practice leaders to increase adoption of the PCMH model, while ensuring minimal dropout rates for those practices already recognized. Understanding what types of practices are likely to adopt the PCMH model for legitimacy concerns is important. If practices which are small, private, single owned, or located in rural areas are more likely to adopt the model for legitimacy reasons, then supporting the economic implications for this adoption is crucial in ensuring sustainability.

We know that physicians and staff willingness to get involved in change processes is a key ingredient of successful transformation of a practice. We also know that organizational readiness differs from physician readiness to change in that while managers can mandate change in their practices, physicians may remain resistant to a change idea even while the practice as a whole undergoes implementation. This study discussed various reasons for passive adoption by staff and providers within practices. I recognize that there may have been reasons for passive adoption not identified by this study. While management may have clear motivations and rationale from adopting the model, frontline staff and providers may have a different perspective of the model. If incongruence in perceptions of the change model persists over time, the practices may become less effective in implementation, decreasing commitment from staff and may eventually drop out of the certification process.

Furthermore, this study highlights that while providers may have positive attitudes toward change, and agree with the rational for change, that may not be translated to a decision to implement the change on an individual level. These findings are useful to managers and
policy makers. While there is a plethora of literature on leadership, this study adds to the literature by following the practices over time, outlining the response of managers to passive adoption and the response to these strategies. Thus, highlighting the importance of staff and provider engagement in PCMH transformation. Managers must identify the barriers to adoption within their practices, understanding that these barriers may change from one individual to the next. Also, identifying why frontline staff and providers may be hesitant to adopt the model can lead to the design of effective strategies to increase adoption. This is especially important for organizations that have begun the PCMH journey. There is no one size fits all in terms of strategies within and across practices for change. Regarding providers willingness to change, we do not know enough about how much compromise regarding their autonomous role that providers are willing to make in order to achieve improved patient outcomes. This is an area where more research is needed.

The practices in the study are almost identical in their motivations for change. The motivations identified did not provide additional insights on the outcomes achieved by these practices. In addition, the practices in this study were mostly already practicing closely to the PCMH model or had a desire to improve. As a result, this may not shed more light on the motivations that practices who are somewhat different from the ones in this study may have in choosing or not choosing the PCMH model. Regarding what practice styles might be important in the successful transformation to PCMH, further study is also required.

Temporality is an important feature of change as demonstrated in the study. As participants got more exposed to the components of the PCMH recognition over time, and interacted through social networks across the practice, their perceptions changed, reflecting how
they move through the innovative decision plane. Further study will be needed to identify how long change implementation should take place before a judgement call is made on its success or failure given that interactions between providers, staff and patients cannot be scripted and play a role in determining the pace of change.

5.5 **Strengths and Limitations**

The strength of this study lies in the combination of data from two time periods within the implementation time frame to provide insight and depth into the context of the practices in the study and how change implementation progresses within each practice. The use of a diverse mix of cases provides more insight into the outcomes across practices representative of real-world situations where practices differ by important characteristics. The objective of the research was not to generalize to the universe of practices but using the case findings to refine and extend the understanding of the factors that affect implementation and yield to successful PCMH quality improvement outcomes. Due to the similarities and difference of the cases selected, they were well suited for assessing the influence of contextual elements that affect outcome attainment.

The study has certain limitations related to the nature of secondary qualitative analysis, inherent nature of the study design, the conceptual framework used and limitations of qualitative research methodology.

The use of the DOI theory has some limitations. The theory did not originate in public health and thus was not originally developed to examine adoption of health innovations in organizations. In addition, it does not examine the individual’s resources or social support outside of the organization that may determine behavior within the organization and response to
innovation. Regarding the data, using secondary data for this study has its drawbacks. The data quality could not be verified, and participants were no longer available to clarify issues that were difficult to interpret. In addition, due to the IRB agreement for the original project the audio recordings of interviews were no longer available. Another limitation was related to the demonstration timeline for the project being studied. The data did not capture the post-implementation period to determine if the implementation of the PCMH model continued with the termination of the MMPP. The time period also may not demonstrate the full effects of the PCMH implementation as some consequences may trail behind. Finally, limitations in qualitative research methodology and researcher bias may influence the interpretation of findings, compounded with the sheer volume of data involved, making research time consuming and increasing difficulty of establishing rigor.

To reduce the effect of these limitations, I took the following measures. I read through all the cases to ensure that the interview questions and responses could be applied to my research aim. Next, I commenced an inductive approach to coding to ensure that the conceptual framework was not forced to fit the data and rather the findings were in line with what the respondents were communicating. The coding scheme was cross checked by my thesis advisor and qualitative research colleague. To reduce the researcher bias during analysis and interpretation of only what was available in the transcripts, I identified my assumptions and hypothesis, I relied on interviews, and other researchers who were part of the primary study or the quantitative analysis of the study and dropped interpretations completely where clarification could not be obtained.
Another limitation of qualitative approach may be critiques of its generalizability. However, this multi-site case study seeks to achieve transferability and provides an advantage compared to a single site study by demonstrating the experience of staff and consequence in more than one setting thus providing a broader understanding about organizational change. The advantage of using the MMPP project evaluation sites lies in the design of the intervention. The practices included in this study aim to reflect the general types of practices seen across the United States, increasing the possibility of external validity of findings to states outside of Maryland.

The study was unable to identify a temporal sequence of the change in perceptions of adopters across the practices implementing the model. However, it was still able to identify what the perceptions of change were and the response of the leadership to increase adoption. The timing of the implementation of the strategy was not primary question in the interviews and thus due to the secondary data analysis structure of the study, it was difficult to consistently isolate the early versus late strategies were used across practices. It was also difficult to identify the intensity used to implement successful strategies. This may have provided more insight to how practices implemented the strategies based on their context, peculiar challenges and what intensity of implementation would yield successful outcomes.
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